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Search Committees
Form

.Y ou Light Up My Tree
(Courtesy of Public Affairs)
Dr. William T. O'Hara will
officially jjght the Campus
C hris tma s T ree at Bryant
College on Tuesday, December
13, 1977. T he college's first such
holiday celebration will begin at
4 p.m. wit h a Chrisfmas Buffet in
the Salmanson Dining Hall and
the movie "Miracle on 34th
Street" in the auditorium at 7
p.m. A multi-denominational
ho liday service will be cele brated
in the Koffler Rotunda at 9 p.m.
featuring music by the God
Squad. Father J obn Lolio,
Bryant College chaplain, the

Rev. David Kilpatrick, of the
Greenville Baptist Chu rch, and
Rabbi William E. Kaufman ao
the Congregation of B'nai Israel
in Woonsocket will be the
celebrants. At 9:45 p.m. students
and other members of the Bryant
Community wil1 participate in a
candlelight walk around campus
to the Dormitory Village where
the campu s tree will be lighted.
Hot cid~, punch, and hot
chocolate will be served in the
S tudent Center following the
tree lighting.

Activity Fee Increase Passes
On Wednesday, December 7
and Thursday, December 8, the
Student Senate held elections for
the proposed Student Activity
Fee increase. The proposal
passes with a 795 vote majority,
while having only 95 votes
against. Though this combined
total represents only 33.6
percent of the student body, it is
above the average college voter
turnout of 25 percent.

This increase gives the Senate
approximately $13,000 more to
allocate for Student activities.
How it is to be spent will be
d ecid ed when the Senate
prepares its budget in March. In
the NEXT A rchway the present
Senate budget will be made
available. This will a llow
students time to decide where the
appropnatlOn of additional
funds should be budgeted.

6

By Steve
Two vacancies within lhe top
levels of the College administra
tion will be the subject to the
efforts of two separate "search
committees", which will screen
and recommend candidates fo r
the positions. The positions:
those of Vice-President for
Business Affairs and Dean of
Academic Instl"Uction will be
vacated as of July 31. 1978 by
their occupants. Mr. Tom Scott
will resign his post as· VicePresident for Business Affairs
and Dr. Clarissa Patterson will
leave her position as Dean of
Academic Insturction on that
date.
Doctor Patterson leaves her
position to return to her origina l
teaching duties, which she had
had to forego as a consequence
of her administrative post. Mr.
Tom Scott resigns his post to
concentrate on personal
business interests. Mr. Scott
operates a store in the Lincoln
Mall specializi ng in plants. He
told The Archway that he hopes
to expand his operation in the
future.

Sellers
The Search Committees will
begin the long process of
revie w i ng and eva lua t ing
a pplications for the positions
presumably from both wit hin
and without the Col1ege--to
determine who wilJ assume the
duties of each post. Doctor
O'Hara told The Archway that
the actual com position of the
Search Committees. which has
traditionally included students,
faculty and administrators, will
be released by the end of this
semester.
Rumors have circulated that
o ther adm inistrators have
su bmitted their resignations, or
are a bout to, but Doctor O'Hara
lended no credence to these
rum ors. He stated that they are
only ru mors and have no basis
in fact.
The Search C om mi ttees:
usually require six months or
more to make a decision on a
choice for each position,
especially when a t op
ad min is tr ative p osition is
involved.

By J.W. Harrington
Brycol Stu d e nt Services
Foundations has had yet
another person nel change, as
junior Al Bourne was last
Tuesday elected Vice President
of the non-p ro fit service
organ izat ion. Th e election
followed the resignation of
David Farrington, who desired
.to devote more time to academic
pusuits and to job hunting.
V.P. Bourne hails from
Branfod, Connecticut, and is
majoring in Management here at
Bryant. He became involved in
Brycol only last March, as an
apprentice, rising to the position
of Director in only one month.
He see~ his new positi on as that
of a mUlti-purpose admini
strator, doing whatever is
needed.
Al says that Brycol's business
is up over last year, and that the

organization is going along
. smoothly. Looking ahead, he
hopes to see a n e~pan sion of the
Comfort's allowed capacity.
either through areas essment by
the Smithfield Fire Dept. of the
Comfort's existing loft facilities,
or a physical alteration or
expansion of the structure. He
would also look forward to
provid ing more services,
including the introduction of
more salable items in the
Boutique.
Bryco! is celebrating its third
birthday this coming Febuary,
and plans now are being
formulated for a celebration,
according to AI. Mr. Bourne
emphasizes tha t Brycol directors
and officers receive no monetary
compensation, contrary to the
·impression of many students.
In ot her recent Brycol

developments, Dr. Barry
Fullerton, Vice President of
Student Affairs, has res igned
from the organization's Board of
Directors. Dr. Fullerton
attempted to designate Gerri
Hura, Director of Student
Programs and Services, as hls

representative, but htis move
was rejected as the Brycol
constitution does not allow a
designate to serve in his place. As
of this writing, this fact has been
communicated to Dr. Fullerton,
but no response has been
received.

Bishop To Visit
On Sunday, December 11th,
the Most Rev. Louis E.
Gelineau, D.D. the Roman.
Catholic Bishop of the Diocese
Providence, will pay an official
visit to Bryant College. Bishop
Gelineau will arrive at 10:30
a.m. and then proceed to the
Salo nson Dining Hall where he
will eat breakfast with the
students. At noon, the Bishop

will be the main celebrant of the
Folk Mass in the Rotunda and
will deliver the homily. The
Bishop will be happy to meet and
talk with student/ staff either in
the dining room at breakfast or
immediately fo llowing the Mass
in the R otunda. All members of
the Bryant community are
invited to meet the Bishop and
attend the Folk Mass.

Culmination Period Quiet Hours
This year's Culmination
period ru ns from December 16 to
the 23. For all students this final
week is important. F or many it is
crucial.
To freshem culm ination is the
most sign ificant week of their
brief college experience. A poor
culmination cou ld lead to
eventual dismissal of many
stu dents. Si:niors are experienc
ing competitiveness in the j o b
market, and also in qualifying
for graduate and law school. To
these sen iors, G.P.A.'s are just as
important as they are to the
freshman class.

Be aware of the rights of
others to study when you have
finished your exams . Though
participating in snowball fights
after a heavy snow may be fun, it
is also disrupting to those who
have exa ms.
Therefore, we the undersigned
student organizations, st rongly
urge all students who finish their
exams early, or who are not
otherwise concerned during the
culmination period. to remain
considerate of those students
who do have work facing th.ern.
It is our desire that a more

CompiJed by J ay Metzger

Snow!
(UPI) If you live in the
Midwest, the weather is awful.
The weather service in Madison,
Wisconsi,. went so far as to
advise persons who had to travel
in the snow and cold to carry
with them. and we quote,
"P rov isions for at least one day's
stay in one location."
emperatures were reading 27
below in Montana and driving
toward the 40-below levels
p redicted for tomo rr ow
morning. WJth the wind figured
in, Redig, South Dakota. had
temperature
of 85 degrees
below zero. Cars in Chicago
churned as much as six inches of
snow into mush on the streets,
and in Northern Mi nnesota,
motorists were advising one
another how to deal with tires
frozen into clunking, flat
bottomed oblongs. In the words
of one expert, "You just drive
around tJDliithey un-clunk."

Sadat

·ce P eside t For B yco)

e

UPI Update

extend to Thursday, December
22. Quiet hours start at 7 p.m.
and cont inue throughout the rest
of the night. With the aid of the
Resident Assistants, Resident
Student Judicial Board, and
Townhouse Judical Board, the e
quiet hours shall be enforced if
It "shou ld be emphasized at
need be.
this point t bat we are .flfst a nd
fo remost an academic comm
StudenL Senate
unity .
Archway
Brycol
With the above mentioned
Greek Letter Council
concerned in mind, a period of
Ledger
quiet hours has been established .
This period will start on Resident Student J udicial Board
Townhouse J udicial Board
Thursday December 15 and

academic environment prevail
during the last week of school.
For those students who cannot
be a little more considerate
during this crucial academic
period, we recomm end a severe
penalty.

(U PI-Egyp,", Egyptian
President Anwar ' Sadat told a
frantically cheering crowd of
supporters tod ay that he is
working for the benefit of Ara b
nations in his peace moves wit h
Israel, and that Arab critics of
his efforts are "imposters and
pygmies." Sadat made his first
major speech since breaking
diplomatic relations with Syria,
Libya, Iraq, Algeria and South
Yemen. He emphasized that his
conditio ns for peace with Israel
remain a total Israeli withdrawal
from occupied Arab lands and a
solution of the Palestinian issue.

Exchange
(UPI) Ninety-seven inmates in
U.S. and Mexican jails are going
to bed happy ton i ght.
Tomorrow they are going bome.
They are the fi rst of the prisoners
being exchanged under a treaty
which took effect November 30.
T omorrow thirty-six Mexican
will land in Mex ico, collected
from various fede ral prisons for
a fligh t fro m San Diego. At the
same t ime, 127 U. S. citizens
jailed in Mexico will be- carrying
thelr U.S . issued white duffel
bags toward a retu rn flight to
San Diego's M etropolitan
Correctional Center. The airline
says the trip back to the states
will include a Thanksgiving meal
of tur key an d d ressing,
cranberry sauce and pumpkin
pie.
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FOCUS
Shall we end the semester on a pleasant note? 011. why not.
I would like to thank The Archway stafffor all the time an:d
effort that they have put into the neWspaper. We have had our
good times and our bad times this semester, but it has been
great. You are definitely a super bunch.

LE'I." 6'BRS
TO ' TIIE
EDITOR
Sarita Jumps!
Dear Editor..

eric Severeld. move over. Though I have not been forced Into
On December 17 there will be
retirement as have you. I must nevertheless retire as I graduate from
No one can carry out an organization like The Archway a Santa Claus parachute jump
the hollowed halls of 8r1,1ant. You have focused on national and
Ledger, WJMF or Brycol without competent people unde; into the Paul Dever School. Paul
Internotlonallssues of great Import. while I hove limited m.., scope to
theIll. I have found that in alot ofcases these people do no t get Dever is a school and home for
the affairs of a small college. While I make no claim to the fame ..,ou the appreciation that they deserve. No one leader is perfect or
approximately 1,200 retarded
deserve. I stili hold pride in the fact that I hove attempted to voice m.., no two leaders are perfect, and it shouldn't be expected that children in Taunton. Mass. The
perspective on issues which lu~ on the horizon of &vant College.
such occurs.
Bryant Skydiving Club and the
ErIc• ..,au have hod the advontage of receMng Input and feedback
Taunton
Sport Parachute Club
Next semester I will be Editor, and if anyone has any
on the topics llJhlch ore the subject of ..,our opinion. I hove received
are trying to raise enough money
suggestions
on
how
we
can
inlprove
the
paper,
just
let
me
none. You have hod the opportunlt.., to gauge ..,our own effectiveness.
to purchase a truckload of fr Uit
your own reasoning. ..,our own communication with those who listen to know and I will be more than happy to listen to what you have
for
the child ren at the school. to
you. I hove hod little. Keeping In tune with the issues and problems to say. The Archway is not perfect, and I doubt it very much if
be
distributed after t he jump.
which affect ..,aur listeners. you have been able to address ..,ourself to anyone on tJle staff will tell you so. We ne ed other people's
These ch ildren receive very little
ideas
and
suggestions.
If
you
see
a
mistake
inlbe
Archway,
the most pressing of problems. The controversies you confront are of
stimulation during the year. and
world-wIde implications. The issues with which I hove dealt are just let m e know. The only way we l earn is fro m our mistakes,
it is our hope to at least make
confined to a microcosm of the world with which vou deal. As such. SO if we have one th e only way we can improve til e paper iR if their Christmas a little more
8n,JOnt's problems a re more or less trivial but the.., are stillirnportant you let m e know or someon else on the staff.
joyful.
to our students. WhoopsIThere I go again presuming that the things I
If you a re anticipating some free time next semes te r (or .. Members of bot h clubs are
~ to be pr~lems at 8r1,1ant are the problems the student bod..,
even if not) and you would like to h elp your school, and by supplying the pla ne and pilot to
Visualize. Again. no feedback and no Input. Editorializing at &vant some unusual reason you're interested in the newspaper, stop be used fo r the jump, a ' well as
seems to be an endless tirade of ranting and raving about student by the office sometime; and I'm sure we can find som etr.1n~ helping by pas ing o ut the fruit
opath.., a nd the self-centered perspective of man.., of our students.
you would enjoy doing. I will also be up here during afterward . Y ur help is needed
The Archwo.., exists to represent the opinions of Its students and to Wintersessiol1 as well as a few ofthe other Archway members, to rai e the money so that the
provide them with a means to express interests. suggestloris and and you can come in and chat anytime. Stop by and see what fruit can be bought for the
criticisms. 8.., revealing what we feel to be the problems within the putting out a newspaper Is rea1Iy like, you just might find that children. A jar has been placed
Institution. we hope the students will show the needed Interest to you will enjoy it.
by the register in the bookstore
help solve the problems. Granted. Eric. the problems are seldom
and any contributions you can
Once
again,
thanks
guys--it's
been
real.
Have
a
very
Merry
catastrophiC - but the.., do bear attention.
make will be greatly appreciated.
Christmas and/or Chanukah? See you soon!
The future ofBryont dangles
variables before us. We
face
Help these children to have
critical overcrowding In our cla ssrooms. we ma.., have a more serious
something to look forward to
problem with a lcohol than we have now and we ma.., experience on
this holiday season. They won't
Increase In tension (as a result of these conditions) which might be
forget about it.
uncomfortable. Then again. I see great things for 8r1,1ant. I see a
Presk:Ient who Is toklng the College on 0 decldel.., positive course. I see
an encocxoglng upswing In the quality 01 students who ore appIVlng
-- - - . odm
e 0 8n,Iont and I
otmosph
fA concern
the communlt.., as a whole which will help the College cope In the
future.
8elievlng strongl.., that students are obliged to contribute to their
college and not just take. I hove tried m.., level best to' re frain from
using personal attacks. from producing biased articles and from the
use of rumors as a basis of fact. a.., doing so. I hove encountered some
EdItors-tn-Chlef
frustration. Perhaps if I hod mode false accusations or personal attacks
The convenience of having the
Cindy Rowan ...... . .... . . . .......... ...•... Steve Sellers
I could hove gained some feedback on m.., labors.
school Book tore on campus has
Business Manager .. . ..... .. ....... . .. .. . George Dooley
Perhaps what I hove said has met with general agreement and ~ It turned out to be an incon
Sports Editor .. . .... . . . ..... .. ..... .. ...... . PatWilHams
has gone relativeI.., unnoticed. But. eric. it would be comfortrng to know venience for me. Las t Friday, I
Advertising Editor ...... . .. .... ...... . Dean Marchessault
that someone. somewhere thinks I have mode some sense.
went into the Bookstore to buy
Entertainment Editor ... .. ...... . ...... . ....... Craig ParTY
I felt. as you must. that there Is stili much to be done. There are still my Christmas and Hanukkah
Photography Editor ............ . . . ....... JW. Harrington
things left unprobed. problems ..,et unsolved. issues left undebated
cards. I was very upset to find
Asst. Photography Editor . . .. . .......... .. Michael Brandt
but these are tasks for those who follow. One can onl.., hope that thel~ that the selection was limited for
Production Manager . .. .. .. .......... ... Mark Van Dyne
efforts will be fruitful and not left to wrinkle ond ..,ellow within the the Hanukah cards. There were
Assoc. Production Manager ....... . . . .. Dennis O'Connell
pages of a bock-Issue of The Archwa..,.
quite a number of nice looking
Administrative Secretary .... .. ..... .. .... Maureen Lyo ns
We mo.., regret our retirement. eriC. and shun the Idea of leaving Christmas ca rds, but I did not
Asst. Administrative Secretary ...... . .. . ....... . Jaff Tunis
things undone. but. as someone once sold. "That's the wa.., It Is."
find any Seasons Greetingcard~,
.
(which can b~ given to any
News: Paul Demers, Linda Holgerson, Ed Kasinskas, Donna
_ ~. _-.
religion), nor did 1 find more
Lampen. Jay Metzger. Jayne Morris. Peter Paulousky. Liz
~f-~~than one selection of I-Ianukah
Windbiel
cards. In addition, there was
. Sports: Jerry Gaynor, Debbie Luciano. Craig Lustig, Mike
only ' one card left ,. with no
Nevins, Dick Pomerantz, Fred Tanguay, Joe Welch
envelope. I talked With. who I
believed was a manager, and he
Entertainment: Debbie Brunner
arrival~ we waited like good little said that he would talk to the
Who Knows! I'm sure I speak
Photography: Lloyd Beale, Chris Blasko, Sue Chan, Ann
all Bryant students in saying students, till the end of the card company about this
Ciaccio. Bruce Coates, Mono Howard. Jane Lumsden, Sean
that it is 'part of a teacher's
period. No teacher! I'm quite problem. But isn't it true that a
McNamee, Karen A Miller, Ken Sorge, Elaine Wuertz
responsibility, not only to teach,
sure that we could find a better manager will order the cards that
way to spend that time, but the he wants for a particular store? It
but also to be at class on time.
Production: Karen Berube, Patty Brennan, Ron Bunce, Nancy
Now I can understand being late
teacher should have had the can not be blamed on the card
Delis, Bill Huckman, Robert Jean, Candy LaBombard, Lynn '
once in a while, but when it
decency to call in to say she
ompany.
MacRae, Tom Markoski. Cindy Pelletier, Barbara Strain, Kathy
happens all the time, that's
wouldn't make it.
If the Bookstore wishes to
Sweeney
I'm not saying that all these continue supplying the people
wrong. A teacher must be
Phototypesetting: Lynda Babitz, Claire Giovanetti, Carol
responsible for her -actio ns. An teachers are at this extreme, but Wl- t h t h'lOgs t hat t h ey want or
Grills, Kathi Jurewic z, Susan Neville. Janis Reed
example of the irresponsibility being there on time is part of need, then they should have
shown by one such teacher was;
their job. I think it should be
more of a selection of items. It
THEARCHWAY is compose< weeKly d uring the academic year excl Uding vacations by
a class scheduled and a note was brought to the attention of these seems that the Bookstore isn't
the undergraduole studen·\ of Bryant Cotlege. Tne publisher is Bryant College. Tnls
acknowledging the J ewish
written on the board in the teachers that the students would
newspaper is written and e ::I11ed enHrely by a student staff and no form 01 cenSOlShlp
Holidays just as well as this
classroom, stating that the deeply appreciate it if they could
at o lliS el(ertecl on the conlents or style of any issue. The news and opinions expressed in
Itrts pub lication a re Ihose o f the students and may not necessarily reflect the official
teacher would be late. The only
make it to class on time. We can school does~-Not At All. What
VIewS Of Ihe faculty a nd administration of Bryant College. THE AACI-fWAY is printed by
thing wrong was that the door
understand certain circum
will this lead to, does anyone
Colony Press. inc.. 770 SoIJthbridge Street. Aubum. Massachusetts 01501 . by offset.
was locked, and no one knew
stances arise at times which
know?
ccipy considered objectionable by the Editorial Board will not be accepted.
prevent this, but there is no
about the note. Another exciting
To Everyone, I wish a Happy
Announcements and nEl\N~ releases from the College and surrounding community are
p1inted at the diSCletion oIThe Editor-in-Chief.
Hanukah, a Merry Christmas
episode involved our class being excuse when this seems to
Offices are lacated on the third noor. east wing of the Unistructure. Mailing address is
told by another teacher that she become a habit.
and a Happy New Year.
Box 37. Bryant College. Smithfield. Rhode Island 0291 7. Office phone is (401 ) 231-1200
Signed,
would be in at quarter past the
Sincerely,
.
extension 311 and 313.
hour. In anticipation of her
Douglas J. Maclachlan
Lori Brown

mo""

mo..,

ree,

Bookstore

Dear Editor,

Is She Coming?·

D.
ear EdItor,

.r
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Student

Senate

a

K el t h , 0 ri gin a II y fro m
Watertown, Connecticut, is a
first semester senior majoring in
Finance. He plans to be a highly
successful business entrepreneur
and retire by the age of forty
five. Although he enjoys concert
promoting, he classifies it as a
"labor of love," rather than a
long term career goal. He is
highly interested in real-estate
and is currently interested in law
school. When asked which
school he was most interested in,
he replied. "any school willing to

me."
Some of Ke ith's extra
curricular activities include:
Chairman of tl}e Student

Are You
A Leader?
If you think that you are a
good leader and you relate well
to people, apply to be an
orientation leader that will take
place this summer.
Applications will be open
from January 24 to February 10
and interviews will start
thereafter. The final selection
will be made by February 28.
The Orientation Committee
has decided that to make the
program a success it will be more
effective to have it during the
summer. This will occur in the
first two weeks of July. All
leader will be compensated for
their time. If you have any
questions do not hesitate to
contact Cathy Anderson or
Scott Pinette co-chairpersons.

December 9, 1977

Meet The Prez
.,

Keith Mahler-Student Senator
As Keith discusses his goals
and aspirations, he is constantly
being interupted by phone calls
and messages concerning the
upcoming concert next-semester.
This is
good indication of
Keith's importance here at
Bryant. Keith was one of the
founding members 9f the
Student Programming Board,
which is a sub-division of the
Student Senate solely concerned
with programming social
activities. Keith has had some
extensive experience in the
concert promotion field", which
helps make him a great asset to
the S.P.B. Since the age of
fifteen, he has promoted such
popular artists as Alice Cooper,
Steely Dan, Dave Mason, The
Steve Miller Band, Tower of
Power, Cheech & Chong and
more!

-

President William T. O'Hara
announces that he will be having
the last of the three "rap
sessions" in the St.udent eente!'
on December 14th from 2-4 p.m.
Individually or in groups, this
will be an excellent opportunity
to have a personal or informal
conversation with Dr. O'Hara ..
"I know how difficult it is for a
student to try to get together
with the President in his office to

talk things out," said Dr.
O'Hara. "I look upon these
meetings as an opportunity to
get 'to know more students in an
informal se ttin~ without havin
to go through a secretary..... I
hope many of our students wil
stop by and say hello."

accomplishments of a Senator.
He stated that the ever-present
apathy is being cleared up by
you ng, new members.
Keith stated, "If there was one
Once again, that is Wednes~
thing I could change at Bryant, it
day,
December 14th from 2-4 in
would be the structure of
the Student Center.
curriculum and the overall
caliber of course structure." He
said there should be more
"professional" teachers.
"Teachers who can relate text
material with real life Bus from Bryant to Warwick Mall and back for Holiday shopping.
experience. He said he has
received some of his best THURSDAY-December 8-Bus leaves Bryant at 5:00 p.m.
motivation from people like
Bus leaves Mall at 9:00 p.m.
Henry Foley, Steven So~los,
Bus leaves Bryant at 5:00 p.m.
Mickey Perlow, and especially FRIDAY-December 9
Bus leaves Mall at 9:00 p.m.
Dr. O'Hara. He said these
people "gave me a great deal of SATURDAY-December
insight into the real world."
He said that one of the best Bus leaves Bryant at 1:00 p.m.
changes at Bryant is the hiring of
Bus leaves Mall at 5:00 p.m.
Jerry Ramos. He cited Jerry SUNDA Y-December 11- Bus leaves Bryant at 1:00 p.m.
Ramos as one of the biggest
Bus leaves Mall at 5:00 p. m.
assets to this campus.
·MONDAY-December 12- Bus leaves Bryant at 5:00 p.m.
Keith stated that "overall, my
Bus leaves Mall at 9:00 p.m.
experiences at Bryant have been
FREE OF CHARGE-Get your Holiday shopping done now!!!
good ones and my total feelings
about Bryant have changed
three-hundred and sixty degrees
for the better since I entered
Bryant as a freshman." He
continued to say "my final
Do you know how to best deal
Among others, the sessions
contributi on will be in the form
with the dynamics of the job presented will be:
of getting involved with fu nd
market?
raising for the senior gift."
• Analyzing Your Interests,
Will work be work and
He said "the philisophy (on
Skills and Attitudes
life) that I try to live by is th is: a satisfaction and reward reserved
• Determinalion
winner never quits and a quitter for after six o'clock and 00
•
Preparation- and Or
never wins." He said, ". base weekends
ganization of a Successful Job
Do you realize that the Search Strategy
both my financial decisions and
my academic objectives on that average working span is some
• Preparation for Successful
10,000 days? These days may be Job Interviews
philosophy."
incredibly unproductive for you
• The Company Experience
if you were to spend this time in and Evaluating Job Offers
activities that were essentially
•
Campus to Job: The
unfulfilliog. Truth is that, for
Transition
The Delta Omega Profess
most students, precious little
ional Society dinner that was time is spent during your total
If this program is for you, let
held on Tuesday, December 6, educational experience learning us know by dropping in to the
1977 at the Village Haven how to translate personal Career Planning and Placement
Resturant was a huge success. interests, personality character
Office, in the Student Affairs
The speaker for the evening was istics, traits and aptitudes into area, starting on F ri day,
Mr. Joseph Barry of Merrill satisfying work.
December 9th. Sign up with the
Lynch Finner & Smith (Mr.
Recognizing that you ' Placement Secretary, Barbara
Watterson's assistant). He spoke probably have little-to-no Tavares.
on the functions of an training or preparation in the
The seminar series for our first
investment firm and what his strategies or techniques for group of seniors will conclude on
duties are being a Broker. Delta dealing with your work life, we December 22nd.
Omega Professional Society have put together an innovative THEY NOW KNOW HOW -
would like to thank everyone pr02ram to meet this need.
DO YO U?
who worked on the preparations
for this dinner. And Delta
Omega extends their apprecia
tion to the 181 people who
attended the dinner even though
The popular church group, the Salmonson Dining Hall.
the weather was poor. Hope to God Squad, will be singing There will be a box for donatiolU'
see you all at the next dinner Christma'l Carols at the annual to the Santa Fund.
Proceeds
speaker-event. Look for further holiday dinner. They will be from this fund will be used tc
details about the next dinner.
singing from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. on buy Christmas gifts fOI
There will be a general Tuesday, December 13, 1977, in underprivileged children.
meeting on December 14, 1977 at
3:00 in the conference room next
to the resident lockers.
Student Programming Board presents ...
Sophomore Seat

Free Bus To Warwick Mall

Disciplinary Committee,
member of the Calendar
Committee, member of the Non
Academic Grievance Committee
and member of the Student
Programming Board.
Keith said he is always
available to listen to students
who have input on what they
would like to see at Bryant. He
would like to see the
programming expanded.
Keith also enjoys Tennis and
Backgammon. He loves to travel
and says that sailing is his biggest
hobby.
When asked how he felt about
the Senate, Keith replied, "the
Senate could be a very strong
organization." He said his job as
a Student Senator is to "cause
troubl ." H t t d thO du
his feelings regarding Senate
meetings. Too much emphasis is
put on the meeting and
attendance as opposed to actual

Attention Seniors
Sign up for on-campus
inte rviews for "'" the Spring
Semester starting on December
5, 1977 and continue through
January 13, 1978.
Sign up in the Placement
Office any weekday between
8:30 and 4:30.
Summer internship programs
with business and industry, as
well as employment opportuni
ties in our national parks are
now listed with us.
Students desirous of pursuing
such programs will find very
detailed information concerning
these positions available in the
Placement Office.
Application deadline for the
national parks is January 15,
1978.

Connecticut Arson
Squad at Bryant
(Courtesy of Public Affairs)
What has a video camera
Paul Joh'lsen and Joseph Roy
system, a chain saw, a hydrowill demonstrate equipment
carbon detector and a generator
used by the Bureau of State
in common? These are but a few
Police and Fire Marshall in
of the many pieces of equipment Connecticut. Sponsored by th("
used by the Connecticut State Law Enforcement . ClUb at
Police Arson Squad. Two
Bryant, members of ·the Arson
troopers from the squad will visit
Squad and the Law Enforcethe Bryant College campus on
ment Department will continue
the program with a discussion in
December 13. From noon to 3
p.m. the arson van will be
Conference Room 386 A & Bat
located at the entrance to the 3p.m. The program is open to
Koffler Rotunda and Troopers the pUblic.

Twenty-Five Seniors Do
How About You?

Delta Omega

Christmas Dinner With God Squad

Open
Any sophomore wishing to
run for the open seat must
submit a letter of interest and
reason to Ray Shideler by
January 30, 1978. To run for this
position a student must be either
classification 3 or 4. All
interested students are urged to
take advantage of this
opportunity to get involved in
Bryant College Student Senate.

A Night Of Horrors!!!!
Come enjoy an evening with Count Dracula!
Escape reality and Enter the World
of the Living Dead!
A multi-media presentation by Dr. Raymond T. Me. ally
Monday, December 12 FREE Admission In the Auditorium
Doors Close Promptly at 8 p.m. Don't keep the COUnI

aiti ng...
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Thank You, Dr. Smith
Dear Editor,
We would like to take the
opportunity to publicly thank
Dr. Lowell Smith for addressing
the Accounting Association on
the issue of rigidity in the
accounting curriculum.
Although our opinions may still
seem to be at opposite ends of
the spectrum, we feel that the
mutual concern shown over the
issue has brought all parties a
deeper understanding of the
intricacies inherent in resolving
such a problem as this. It is the
common objective of both
parties to improve the
curriculum. We merely disagree
as to what should be done to
accomplish this.
We feel that this meeting has
brought us closer to a workable
proposal by strengthening the
lines of communication between
the administration and the
students. Once we understand
the other side ofthe issue. we can

Found Your Career-What's Next

establish a common ground
from which all parties can work
Once we are sure of the career
to create a mutually satisfying
we
want, the next step then is to
solution.
We would like to inform the find a job. This is not done
College community that a haphazardly. There is a lot of
meeting later that week with Dr. time and preparation involved if
Smith disclosed that he was . we want to find the best job and
already inqumng into the the best company to work for.
This was the topic which was
discrepancy currently existing
discussed
and the resume', the
between the Graduate School's
admission requirements and the cover letter and the job interview
were the points covered in the
underRTaduate curriculum.
After all the effort we latest sessions of the Career
Planning Seminar. Each one of
expended trying to change the
these points will be discussed in
curriculum, we find this
rewarding. We see this as the order to give you some idea as to
first step in eliminating the what the interviewing company
rigidity in the accounting looks for.
Your resume' is one of the
curriculum. Hopefully, the end
results we achieve will be most important tools in your job
search. It is essential that you
commensurate with the time and
take the time and care to prepare
effort we expended.
a resume' that will be an assist to
Thank you,
you in your job search. Here are
Marc Genereux
five general points to remember:
Charles M ichaelman
l. Be brief. One or two pages
should be sufficient to include
the important information.
Leave some detail for the
campus. It should at least come interview itself.
before the judicial board so that
2. Avoid extraneous
the incident may be resolved. information. The interviewer
Other students have been wants only the facts.
expelled from campus for less 3. Be honest and avoid false
serious or violent crimes than impressions; but, also, do not
assault and battery.
undestate any of your
To take no action is absurd.
To allow this to pass is to condon
should be
it and we don't think that is what
the college neds. The safety of
the students should be of
primary importance and
Incident
hould be enforced
uniii nnJy.
• dlmp
too m
small to have this incident swept choice. All formats should be
under the rug. Many students clear and consise, making it as
are aware of the situation and easy as possible for the employer
are awaiting the outcome. Will
similar actions be deal~ with in
the same way? If so, we feel sory
for the campus.

Justice?
Dear Editor,
We write this letter with the
intent of informing the student
body of what in our opinion is a
mockery of justice.
Last week a student was
maliciously attacked by two
"fellow" students. The student in
question was awoken (sic) by
repeated blows to his face and
body with no chance of defense.
civil action as taken and is
in the process of be ing decided
by the courts at this time. The
c liege. however, has reneged
on its responsibilities by not
taking any action. Where are
the rights of the students? Are
"goon squads" the wat to settle
differences on Bryant campus
and if so are they sanctioned
by the college?
We feel this . is a legimate
reason for a minimal
punishment of expulsion from

to get a clear picture of you as a
potential employee.
The cover letter is (as) equally
important as the resume'. It also
indicates many things about
you and your personality. There
are several types of cover letters
that may be used in your job
campaign. Here are two that you
will most likely be using.
the first is the le~r of
application. It should be used as
an introduction of you as a
candidate, highlighting
qualifications and 0 bjectives of
the position. Below are five types
when writing this type of letter
I. Indicate why you are
applying for the position.
2. Identify the position you are
applying for and how you
learned of it.
3. Call attention to your
resume', highlighting any
particularly pertinent informa
tion as it relates to the position
and/or company.
4. Write in a crisp, interesting,
conversational style, without
rambling.
5. Invite action in your closing
paragraph by suggesting a time
for a personal interview,
telephone call, or response to
your letter.
The second type and one that
is often overlooked is the
"follow-up thank you letter"
after an interview. Not only is it
t.:ouneo~ but. it a!o
position and to help keep ' your
name fresh in the employers
mind. Three things to remember

when writing this letter are:
a. Thank the employer for the
interview.
b. hidicate continued serious
interest, if appropriate.
c. Include a paragraph, if
possible, of one or two highlights
of the interview and discuss it in
more detail.
Next and maybe most
important is the job interview
itself. We talked of this point at
many of our sessions, but,
perhaps the biggest help was the
opportunity to conduct a mock
interview for ourselves.
During this session we had the
pleasure of meeting Rich
Sullivan, a recruiter for Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell and Co.,
which is located in downtown
Providence. As most senior
accounting majors know, Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell and Co. isone
of the "Big 8." Rich gave us a
hand by serving as the
interviewer.
What we did was to video tape
the mock interview with one of
the participants of The Career
Planning Seminar. Afterwards
we played it back and Rich
critiqued it for us. What he had
to say was most enlightening.
Most interviewers like to ask
about other interests simply
because they like to see a person
who is involved. A person who
goes to the library all the time is
not a very good candidate
to Rich. An other
are
tions you belong to, know about

Guess Who'll Be Serving Dinner

Rio Grande and Swillers
(names available upon request)

Thanks, Jon ...
Dear Editor,
I understand that Jon Joslow
has resigned from the position of
Executive Director .of Bryco\.
Despite the distance of some two
hundred miles. I have kept
abreast of Brycol's progress this
semester. The entire Board of
Directors should be commended
for their efforts. Other
ind ividuals deserve praise too.
Their time will come next
semester. Jon is graduating in
December, and I felt that it is
time to express my graditude.
Brycol was the most meaningful
part of my Bryant experience. It
meant two years of uphill
fighting, and Jon Joslow was
one of the organization's earliest
supporters. During the first year
when the organization survived
on a day-to-day basis, Jon was
not only supportive but he
would also offer honest
appraisals at whatever ways of
improving its image. He was a
constant aid in a professional
capacity. During last year he
became more and more
involved--all on a nonofficial
basis. and was always there when
I needed him most.
During the pa t summer we
kept in contact wit h each other.
As the fall semester approached.

By Rod Cohane

Brycol faced small crises which
had to be resolved quickly. As I
was informed of the details of
this situation, I realized that
Brycol need someone with
excellent business background
and a good reputation in the
community. At first Jon was
reluctant to accept title,
however, I convinced him that it
was important to be Executive
Director. The night he was
elected, himself, Carol Grills,
and I sat up with a small
group of Directors to set a plan
of action. We talked until 4
o'clock and during that time I
explained every detail of
operations that I could
remember. Jon, Carol, and the
Brycol Directors pulled a
miracle; they completed a week's
work of planning in two days so
that they could open for
orientation. Since that time Jon
has spent countless hours hiring,
training, and promoting
employees. In addition, he
systemized the operations. I
should add that he like other
members of the Board received
no financial compensation for
work done for Bryco\.
Jon, this is my way of saying
thanks. Not onlv are vou a close

by Jay Metzger
That's this week's million
dollar question. If you have the
right answer, can I borrow your
crystal ball for a business
venture I've been planning? If
you don't know, then this article
is for you, and you, and you ...
On Tuesday, December 13,
1977, the serving lines in the
Salmonson Dining Hall will
look very different, The reason
(here's the answer you're
waiting for), instead of the usual
SAGA employees, Administra
tion memberSlwillserve dinner to
you. This history making event
can be seen betweeen the hours
of 4:30 and 5:00 (and maybe even
longer, depending on how things
work out).
The obvious question now
circulating in your minds is,
Why? To find out, I went' to the
man responsible, Jerry Ramos.

Under intensive questioning ganza. They are: President
(well actually, it was more of a O'Hara, Barry Fullerton, Pete
conversation, but what's a little Barlow, Geri Hura, Father
white lie) he said that he has been Lolio, and Jerry Ramos. Also,
looking for ways to get Jerry wants to thank Gary
Administration and Faculty Valerio, Tom Lawson, and Jack
involved with the Students. The Koes from SAGA for all their
most famous project to date was . help in making the event pOSSible
the apple dunking contest during So that's it for this semester. If
Halloween. In addition, the you didn't' get this week's
question right, I'll have a whole
students can see that these
people are human.
knew batch for next semester. In
Finally, I managed a list of . the meantime, Happy Holidays
stars for this unique extrava- to all Bryantonians!

********************
~olidnu JlroBrnm
Bryant College will be having a special holiday program Tuesday,
December 13, including the following events:
4-6:30

friend, but you are a dedicated
person who continued an idea 7-8:30
that I still believe in. Your task is
completed. You should feel good ·9:00
about that. It was a job well
done; ~ou deserve more
commendation than I could give
you.
9:30
Sincerely yours,
Michael Hammer
9:45
P.S. To the rest of the Brycol
team--keep up the good work. I
can't express how much Brycol's
continued success means to me.

Holiday Dinner--Salmonson Dining Hall-
$3.50 for non-meal plan people. Santa Claus
will be appearing especially for this dinner.
Movie--Miracle on 34th Street--Auditorium
FREE
Holiday Service--Rotunda with Father John
Lolio, Mr. David Kilpatrick of Greenville
Baptist Church, and Rabbi Kaufman of
Woonsocket.
Lighting of the Campus Tree by Dr. William
O'Hara
Refreshments in the Student Center including
hot cider. punch, hot chocolate and cookie!..
FREE

********************

------------~
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Culmination Period...

Recycling Abounds
CULMINATION PERIOD:

MORNING SESSION: 8:00 a.m . to 10:30 a.m.
AFTERNOON SESSION: 1:00 p.m. to 3;30 p.m.

By Doug Stone

Dec . 16 - Dec. 23

SHORTHAND CLASSES: OE124/225/226 : 8-10:30 8.m.
OE111/121/122/123 : 11 - 12:30 p.m.
NO SHORTHAND ON WEDNESDAY

DEC. 16 FRIDAY 8:00 a.m. (10 T Th/9 W)
10731
10006
10129
10470
10009
10136
10542
10738
10743
1001 7
10166
10561
10027
10227
10615
10771
10785
10066
10232
10619
1009 6
10321
10641
10786
10116
10343
10643
10935
10452
10948
DEC. 19 MONDAY 8:00 a .m. (9 M/8 T Th)
10668
10794
10007
1024 6
10444
10046
10250
10540
10732
10933
10 555
10119
10285
10736
10946
10746
10133
10329
10617
10793
10137
10442
10655

DEC. 20 TU£SDAY 8 : 00 a.m. (lO M W F)
10305
1000 1
10 112
10616
lO745
10646
10759
10122
10355
10002
10675
10128
10765
10403
10003
10228
10458
10686
10803
10016
10233
10475
10693
10809
10070
10695
10255
10541
10916
1009 5
10696
10 294
10564
10947
10lil
10704
10304
Dl:C 21 WEDNESDAY
READING PER IOD

DEC. 22 THURSDAY 8:00 8.m.
10126
10370
100 10
10015
10131
10467
10052
10226
10476
10094
10231
10546
10124
10241
10610
10242
10621

(1 M/ll T' Th)
10.627
10781
10652
10782
10673
10918
10708
10970
10716
10981
10730

DEC. 23 FRIDAY 8: 00 a m (9 T 11> F)
10839
10734
100 18
l0240
10601
10845
10744
10020
10248
10618
10783
10934
10065
10283
10642
10954
10784
10120
10392
10657
10977
10807
10159
10469
10705
10838
10562
10711

DEC 16 FRIDAY 1: 00 p.m. (11 M W F)
10700
10072
10230
10592
10093
10236
10611
10702
10lO6
10243
10612
10747
10117
10323
10805
10659
10121
10342
10662
10808
10127
10354
10697
10917
10212
10448
10698
1094 3
10949
10538
DEC 19 MONDAY 1: 00 p. m. (12MWF)
10014
10132
10348
10631
10215
10026
10384
10672
10048
10!l6
10408
10699
10237
10446
10701
10054
10069
10238
10449
10749
10123
10291
10547
10760
10125
10292
10571
10762
10333
10609
10769
DEC. '20 1 ;00 p . m. (2 M W F)
10012
10 155
10678
10361
1002 3
10178
10410
10712
10053
10235
10445
10715
10249
10063
10729
10528
10287
10 100
1054 5
10756
10130
10295
10558
10763
10338
10607
10797
DEC 21 WEDNESDAY 1:00 p m
10247
10013
10548
10051
10282
10608
10286
10613
10062
10071
10339
10639
10098
10439
10646
10493
10156
10706
10 158
10728
t 0200
10733
DEC. 22 THURSDAY 1: 00 p.m .
10011
10164
10492
10049
10239
10518
10050
10245
10544
10066
10284
10614
10078
10296
10640
1009 0
10330
10651
10099
10438
10703
10453
10709
10157
DEC. 23 FRI DAY 1: 00 p . m.
10168
10400
t0006
10183
10441
100 19
10229
10443
10021
10234
10447
10047
10254
104 50
toOD
10293
10502
10067
10316
10539
10118
10322

10900
1090 1
10904
1090 5
10919
10925
10960
108SO
108 55
106 70
10922
10951
10957

(2 T Th I 1

101)

10753
10663
10866
10921
10926
10956
(1 T Th F)
10849
lono
10854
10714
10752
10867
10757
10920
10950
10841
10842
10955
10964
10843
10846
(8 M W F)
10549
10742
10554
10748
10606
10806
10649
108 13
10898
10656
10899
10688
10945
10689
10994
1069 0

Photo Contest
By J.W. Harrington
Once again. fellow Bryant
onians, it is time for the Grand
and Glorious Archway Photo
Co ntest! This hallowed Bryant
Tradition (well, hallowed for the
past four years) provides the
photographically inspired with
an outlet for their creative
labors. Not to mention the
chance to win some cash. This
year, the major innovation is
that the contest winners in the
color division will be printed in
you guessed it-COLOR! In
addition the contest is open to all
m e m be r s of t he Bryan t
community not j ust students.
There are. of course, rules. But
that's reality, or it would be if
there were such a thing! After
their perusal, get out the old
chrome and glass (bakelite and
plastic?) contraption , and go to
ill You've got all Wintersession
to work on it. and then some. So
we're psyched to see some
supremely scintilating shots!
RULES
I.The contest ~ open to all
membe r s of the B ryant
commu nity, except the staff of
The Archway and The '-edger,
and, of cou rse, the judges.
2. All entries must be delived
to The Archway office between
9 a.m. on Monday, January 23.
and 3 p.m. on Thursday.
Febuary 9, 1978. All entrants
must at that time register on the
sheet provided in the office.
3. There will be two
categories: Black and White, and
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Color. A maximum of three
prints (maximum size 8"x 10'')
will be accepted- from each
entrant in each category. No
slides will be accepted, only
prints.
4. The following prizes will be
awarded:
Black and White
1st prize-$25
2nd prize-$15
3rd prize-$IO
Color
1st prize-$25
2nd prize-$15
3rd prize-$IO
In addition to the cash awards,
honora ble mentions will be
awarded at the discretion of the
judges.
5. On the back of each print
must be the following
information: entrant's name,
phone number . a nd loc al
address. All entries <:hould be
submitted in .'ealed manilla
envelo pes; all colo r prints [rom
each en trant should be in one, all
blac k and white in another. The
outside of the envelope should
bear no markings. other than the
entry number which will be>
assigned when you register.
6. Entries will be judged
according to · the following
criteria: Visual effectiveness,
60%; this includes appeal.
creativity, originality, composi
tion, and subject; Technical
Ability, 40%.

7. Judging will be conducted
by a six-member panel
consisting of:
J . W. Harrington, Photo
Editor,THE ARCHWAY;
Michael R. Brandt, Asst. Photo
Editor, THE A RCIIWA Y;
Craig Perry, Entertainment
Editor, THE ARCHWA Y;
Nick Medynski, Editor. THE
LEDGER;
Debby DeCarli, Photo Ed itor
THE LEDGER;
Lawrence Clancy. Director of
Publication and Ad vertising.
8. All entnes will remain
scaled until 3:00 p.m., Thursday,
February 9. 1978. at which time
judging will take place. Judging
will be closed to insure
objectivity.
9. All decisions by judges are
final.
10. Misrepresentation by
entrants or yiolations of rules
will result in expUlsion from
the contest and forfeitu re of
prize w in nings.
Winning entries will appear
in the February 17t h issue
oi The A rch lVay . T h ese
prints will be exhib ited in
THE ARCHWA Y office
Ffom February 10th through the
17th. Non-winning entries
can be claimed in THE
ARCHWA Yoffice beginning
February 10. THE ARCH
WAYaccepts no liability for
prints not claimed by March

17, 1978.

NOT ONLY can you recycle .,
your Glass--next Wednesday,
the 14th you can recycle your
PAPER. Oh yeah? Yeah, and
just because the Eco.logy Club is •
pickin' it up doesn't mean they're
gonna keep all the money! Why
not? Because they said they're
puttin' all the money they get
from the glass and the paper in a
fund and then do you know
what? No, what? They said
they're gonna get prizes with it
(next semester) for the Dorms
and l or the Townhouse Village
that savcs the most glass. No!
Yes! But it sounds too good!
Recycling at Bryant is getting
so diversified , I'll have Lo divide
my article into TWO sections! :
GLASS- In our third season Elsewhere, Dorms 8 a nd 10 have
now; how well are we doing? rebounded fro m their low
Well, not quite as well as our first standing at the time of the first
season, two springs ago, when pickUp. Winners of the firs t
we made three pick-ups. Last pickup, Dorm 13, are now in
season we made' two and right FIFTH place. That's right, guys!
now we're shooting for our The Townh ouses have nearly
second pick-up on December 16 four barrels full. Also, we would
(if everyone keeps saving). Don't be most grateful if the "guys in
get me wrong, we're getting more Dorm 2" would put only Glass
support from more people. trash in their barrels. Thank
When they find out what the you!
program is about, they start
PAP ER - Brand New!- Our
saving. And that's what we're first paper drive! When is it?
working on now-using other WEDNESDA Y. DECEM BER
media to reach those missing this 14. We'll be picking up after
article. You may even see a school that day. Either put your
"reminder to save your glass" paper out with you r regular
elsewhere in this issue! But that's trash on your floor. or bring it
not all.
down by the Dorm entrance.
What we want to do next We'll tell maintenance not to
semester is make FTVE pickups throw it o ut. Townh ouse
so there will be plenty of money residents. we' ll probably be
for prizes! Once everyone gets "d v. n the re" after .. p. rn J u
the word, this should be easy!
Slack your paper outside your
Cu rrently, the standings for door (yo u might want to put a
most glass saved, if you wjU weight on it if iI's windy).
come forward please, are:
There are no frills ! Attention
Townhouses, 6,12,9,13,10,8,3,
everyone, there are no fr ills! Ya
II, 7, 5, 2, 1, and 4. A q uick don't gotta tie the paper. Ya
glance shows us that Dorm 6 is don't gotta bag the paper.
the top saving Dorm. low and Newspapers, mag azin es.
behold!--a GIRLS' Dorm! This cardboard, old tests. we'll take
is a first, but since the last pickup it! Just GIVE it to us! That'li this
it is there that they are perched. Wednesday!

Tepth Annual Tax Seminar
For Practioners
(Courtesy of Public Affairs)
The Tenth Annual Income
Tax Seminar for Practioners will
be held at Bryant College Center
~r Management Development
on Saturday. December 10,
1977. John Withers, Associate
Commissioner, T echn ic al,
Internal R e enue S ervi ce,
Washington, D .C., wiII be the
keynote speaker. M ore than 300
lawyers and accountants are
expected for the day-long
program which begins at 9 a.m.
. Co-sponsoring the annual
e ve nt are : The National
Association of Accountants,
P rovidence Chapter; the Rhode
Island Association of Public
Accountants, the Rhode hland
Society of Certified Public
A cou ntants; . and the Rhode
Island Bar Associatioh .
Dr. Willaim T. O'Hara,
President, Bryant College, will
welcome the participants. John
J. O'Brien, District Director,
Internal Revenue Service, will
present opening remarks .
During the day, panelists
composed oflawyers, CPA's and
members of the Internal

Revenue staff will present
workshops focusing on the most
current tax in fo r ma t ion
available . Som e of th e
workshops include: Tax Aspects
of D i orce, Partnership and Tax
Sh It ers, Individual Ta x
Planning, and Employee Benefit
Plans. The opening general
workshop will djscu s current
legislation and developments.
Mr. Withers wi ll spea k at 2 p. m.
A career government official,
John L Withers began his career
with the Internal Revenue
Service in 1950. Sin e then he
has held increa ingly re pon ible
positions including Dire tor of
the Refund Litigation Division
and Director of the hyerpre
tation D i u;jon. H e was named
Assi stant C hId Coun el
(Technical). in 1975.
A native of Da\ idson, NC,
Mr. Wither .. is a grad uate of
Davidson C o!legl!'. He holds
LL.B and LI M degrees from
George WaShington University
and is a member of the Bar
Ass oc iat io n
of t he U.S .
Supreme Co urt and the U.S.
Court of Appeals fo r the District
of Columbia.
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Melanie Sandor

Get Involved With U.C.T.

 Assistant Controller

By Jayne Morris ·
Behind the facade of this
established institution there are
many men and women who
assist in the smooth operation of
Bryant College. One such person
is Miss Melanie Sandor,
A ssi stant Controller. She
gra duated in 1975 from
University of Rhode Island with
a Bachelor's Degree in Business
Education (major in account
ing). Miss Sandor then began
work (audit and tax) for Haskins
and Selles, an international
pu blic accounting firm. In
November of '76 she passed her
C.P.A. exam, and a few months
later she joined the Bryant staff
(Feb., 1977)
Interesti ngly enough, Miss
Sandor never planned to be an
accountant. She began" as an
elementary ed ucat ion major at
Rhode Island College. After a
year she tr an ferred to
accounting and later went to
U.R .I., where she took up to 21
credits a 'emester and summer
in o rder to grad uate

with her class.
Currently, she is the manager
of the college's insurance,
portfolio. Miss Sandor also
works in short-term invest
ments, budgets, endorsements,
and designed the cover for the
college financial statements
(available in the library, upon
request) In a nutshell, "she takes
care of the odds and ends."
Outside of Bryant, Miss
Sandor was instrumental in the
organization of the Bryant
chapter of the American Society
of Women Accountants, a
relatively new organization, of
which she is' now chairperson.
Currently there are 23 charter
members, but Miss Sandor
hopes to double the mem bership
in the ntar future.
During her spare time, Mis
Sando r enjoys writing poetry
and essays. She would like "to
foll ow in her unCle's fo otsteps"
(he has published a book). A
professor once told her that she

should be a writer, but she felt
the field had little to offer
financially, and since she was
very good in math, accounting
seemed an appropriate choice.
Like many of us, Miss Sandor
loves to travel. She has visited
Poland, England, Germany, and
Florida.
Professionally, Miss Sandor
wourd like "to be the best in what
she does and get a substantial
foot in the door of accounting."
She is presently working on her
M.A. in Business Administra
tion at Bryant and has hopes of
becoming a controller in the
future.
I t is difficult for her to form an
opinion of the students here as
she has been here for less than a
year and ha s little contact with
mem bers of the tudent body.
However. fro m what she has
seen, Miss Sandor fi nds the
students "to be friendly and
cooperative, making a sincere
effort."

The Order of United
.Commercial Travelers of
America is a national
organization which unites all
business and professional men.
U.C.T. selects its members by
invitation only from men of
good character. Members must
be at least 18 years of age. The
total membership of the Order is
in excess of 300,000 members.
U.C.T. is a member of the
Nation Fraternal Congress of
America and the Chamber of
Commerce of The United States
and Canada.
U.C.T. was organized by
"eight men with a plan" on
Jan. 8, 1888 at the Neil House
in Columbus, Ohio. The
follo wing week, January 16, an
application of incorporation was
filed , and U.C.T. came into
being. Today there are over 700
local counci ls of U.c.T., each
belonging to one of thirty-two
Grand Cou ncils. The highest
governing body of the O rder is
called the " Supreme Council. "
T H E SA MPLE CASE, a 32
page magazine, is distributed to
members monthly. It reports
news of the Order and publishes

general interest articles.
JUlit a few of the many
purposes of U.C.T. are: to give
. all finaDcial and material aid to
its members and their
dependents in case of need and
to establish funds to indemnify it
members for disability or death
resulting from accidental means.
Ever since its founding, U.C.T.
has supported many civic and
international activities. In 1959
the Order adopted as its top civic
project "aid to retarded
children." U.C.T. members are
trying to enrich the lives of
mentally retarded children by
supervising recreational
activities, sponsoring scout
troops, furnishing transpor
tation for therapy and training
sessions, giving guidance and
seeking employment for the
retarded. U.c.T. also gives
support to the Cancer
Fo undation, local cha rities, a nd
m any co m m u nity-sponsored
activities.
If you are interested in
becoming part of this great
fralerna l organi73tion, please
call Bill Miller a t 942-6 140 or
Ken Ratcliffe at 781-53 26. Give
U.c. T. a try; you won't reg ret it.

NEWS

SCOOP

MON.
TUES.

Meteors

(U PI-Wash. D.C.) Twenty
days after John Kennedy was
killed in Dallas J. Edgar Hoover
reported that t he FBI had letters
written to Lee Harvey Oswald
fro m Cu ba which referred, "To
the job he was going to do."
H oover said he had not turned
the letters over to the Warren
Commission because he was not
a ble to prove their veracity.
These d iscl os ures were
contained in the raw FBI
internal reports made public
Wednesday under terms of the
Freedom of Information Act.
H oover's report did not state
who wrote the lett!rs fro m Cuba
refe rring to O ' wald.

(UPI-Boston) A week from
last Wednesday in the pre-dawn
New England sky, if it's clear,
New E nglanders should be
treated to an astonomical light
show. Officials at the Boston
Museum of Science's Hayden
Planetarium say if the sky is
clear early late next Tuesday
night into Wednesday morning,
a meteor shower should be
visible. At the showers peak,
between midnight and dawn
Wednesday, ground observers
should be a ble to see a bout 50
fla shes each hour from the
metors which are believed to
emanate from the co nsrllation
Gem ini.

Freezzze

Robbery?

(U P I) Ice covere d the (UPI) Nashville. T eqnessee-A
Mis issippi River from hare to man posing as a detective staged
shore in places Wednesday as a a raid on a pornographic movie
new winter torm th reatened the theatre in Nashville, Tennessee,
Northern Plains with another Tuesday nigh t, made sure the 13
blinard Ten towboaTS and movie goers and the manager
a bout 80 barge were ice-bou nd understood their Constitu tional
in lh
Mississi ppi near R Ights. then took t heir wallets
Guttenberg. Iowa. Ice bui lt up so and left. PoUce said the actor- '
rapIdly on the Northern Great robber gOt away with an
Lakes that it threatened a n early unknown amount of money.
end of the ship ping easo n. As Some of the patrons apparently
the fourth storm of the week did not want to file rob bery
moved out of the R ockIes, six- charges for fear relative wou ld
foo t snow drifts blocked roads learn how they had been whiling
an d c l os e d s c h 0 0 I
I n away their time. But one patron
Pennsylvania, and snow-bound said, "he made a point ufreading
travelers in Indiana spent a us our rights ."

=~~i e~~Y
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Tidbits from United Preu International

Disclosures

B

in National Gaurd • • • • • • • • • •

.V2 LB. LINGUINEWITH
MEAT SAUCE .SALAD
.GARLIC BREAD
• BEER • WINES
• MIXED DRINKS

That's a lot of linguine!
Served with our own
special meat sauce,
garden-fresh salad, and
delicious garlic bread .
Enjoy...

50

• MORE ITALIAN SEAFOOD FAVORITES
• Shrimp Seampi • Little Necks
• Lobster/Steamer combinations
• Boston Blue Fish • Cannelloni
• Snail Salad • Clams Oreganatu
.Shrimp Fra Diavolo • Steamers
• Rolled Stuffed Serod
• San Gior gio Lingulne

r:-::=--------------- - ---- - - -----
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Expect The Unexpected

spare! Numbers 30 to 33 were
Being the uneducated Bryant
because of my number. She room at the faces all registering schedule wasn't ideal anymore? I
College freshman that I am, I did
then told me to make up a few different emotions--fear, quickly grabbed a chair and -, called, and I took my place in
line.
not fully realize how traumatic
schedules to take with me when I despair, fury. Some students began checking numbers. I came
"Social Security please," said
the registration process is until I
registered in case a class closed were sprawled on the floor across a problem with the first
the man at the computer
experienced it myself. I thought
madly writing new schedules, one. Oh well, I didn't really want
while I was there.
terminal.
that it would be a simple matter
Okay, fine. I took the glancing every minute or so at Data Processing 'after all.
After I was cleared, I was sent
of handing someone a piece of
the huge lists of numbers on the replaced that class with
Archway with the pceregistrat
to a private table where t he
paper with my perfected
ion schedule for spri ng of 1978 wall. Others were rustling worn Marketing and continued on.
schedule on it. Little did I know I
back to my dorm and proceeded copies of the Archway in hope of Economics was all right, English numbers of my classes were sent
wo uld be stopped in the middle
to make the ideal schedule. finding a missed class in an was still availa ble, but wait ! My through the computer brai n to
of a computerized mass
Should I take Economics appropriate time slot. A little Math class wasn't on the list find if there were any conflict in
production line that didn't stop
Tuesday and Thursday, or man would run out every five anymore! Help! What do- I do? times or if the classes were still
avai la ble. While wait ing for the
for stragglers whose classes were
should I take English at 8:00 and minutes and cross off the
being cancelled right in front of
get the good teacher? Do I want numbers of classes which The little man came to the door "0 K" sign to flash on the screen,
after each one, I thought I was
their very noses.
to sleep late in the mornings? became filled . This action was and called out numbers 26 to 29.
I ca n't say I was badly off,
Should I have a day when I have always fo llowed by groans. Wit h only two minutes before I goi ng to have a ' coronary.
Fortunately, I -"'as lucky. My
because I wasn't. After checking
five classes in a row? When will I whim pers, and even a few tears. was to be called, I switched
wit
h
Math,
then
Economics
schedule
passed with flying
the previous week's Archway, I
How
could
This
was
horri
ble!
eat'? Of these important factors
d iscovered that, since my
to be considered, I determined the ad m inis t ra t io n be so searched frantically for the colors and I walked out of the
birthday is October 30 (which is
that the most critical was being hea111ess as to put students number of my new Calculus registration room with my
usually a hindrance lIlstead of a
able to sleep late in the mornings through something like th is? I class. Whew! Everything was computer printout, ful/ of relief.
(a luxury I do not have this was beginning to feel ill--a cold okay now-- I went over the Next time, though, they mIght
help), I was assigned 31 as a
registration number. This meant
semester due to five 8:00 classes), sweat was breaking out on my numbers on my schedule once have to ca rt me out on a
absolutely nothing to me until an
so I make my schedule forAhead. Suppose my ideal again, and had 30 seconds to streIcher!
upperclassman friend explained
accordingly--four 10:00's and
continued from p. 5 col. 5
that I was 31 st out of 366. Now
Dr. William O'Hara, President of the College,
one 9:00. I was quite pleased also
this whole thing was beginning
because I would be done each the organization, its purpose and
poses with the members of the Parents'Council.
to make a little sense. I could
day by I :00 in the afternoon. your role as a member.
Obviously the interviewer The Council serves as another means of input for
understand that everyone was
Following my friend's advice, I
assigned a number according to
prepared a couple of more asks a question fo r a certain the College by providing the perspective of the
their birthdate, but why was 31
"reserve" schedules just in case reason. When asked a question
folks who keep the home fires burning ...
so much better than 200 or 300? I
something happened and I didn't don't give one word answers.
realized that the lowness of my
get my first choice, but I was Elaborate on everything but
number meant I wou ld register
confident that all would turn out . don't throw the bull. When
before a lot of people, but since I
well. I went to bed that night asked where you would like to
am not one to hurry things and  with a light heart and a calm work, tell them; know where you
usu ally end up postponing
mind--totally unprepared for the want to work .
A very important aspect when
assignments with due dates to
hysteria, I was to experience the
being interviewed, is good
the last minute, I was not that
next day at registr.ation.
excited with dear old 31. Then
Promptly at 1 p.m. the next communication skills, both
my experienced upperclassman
afternoon, I cheerfully appeared verbal and nonverbal. Your
companion patiently explained
at the registration room above posture conveys an attitude.
that I was very fortunate in that I - the library. But what was this? Hard movements and facial
would most likely get all the
Why wasn't everyone in the same expressions also tell alot about a
good teachers and good times
mood as 11 I looked about the person (nervousness, sincerity
etc.). G d
e ontact i
important. Look but don't stare. ROle Marie Shideler, Mr. &: Mn. Aaron Slom, Mr.• Mn. Domwe
The last thing but just as Coviello, Dr. O'Hara, Mr. & Mrs. William Atwood, Mr. & Mrs.
important is to be able to ask Peter Grader, Mr. & Mrs. Jack Weinberg, Raymond Shideler
questions of the interviewer
about the company. Don't say
that you read the brochure and
that you don't have any
questions because if you're really
SPPJNG RECESS IN flORIDA
interested in the company you
will have questions. Rich added
that most interviewers like to
spend about half the interview
with your questions about the
College students will gather at Daytona B~ach
company.
In the next article you can
Easter Week for the party of the year. Space is
look
forward to a discussion
limited, so make your reservations now!!
concerning how to evaluate job
offers, the transition from
DAYTONA FIESTA - Your special bus leaves
campus to ajob, and a summary The Archway regrets that the name of Dr. William P. Robinson, Jr.,
and evaluation of the seminar was not included in the Trustee Letter published in last week's issue
Saturday moming - March 18 - and arrives in
itself. One final thought to those (December 3, 1977). Dr. Robinson is Chairman of the Board of
Daytona Beach on Sunday moming. Stay 6
who will be taking interviews Trustees of Bryant College and is the author of the letter.
nights at the Holiday Inn on the beach. Leave
now or in the future; remember
Daytona Saturday - March 25 - and arrive on
the good old Boy Scout motto-
Be prepared!
Sunday. Join your friends from other area

r

The Archway

Wishes Everyone
A Very Happy Holiday

colleges for 9 fun-packed days.

ONLY $196.00 per person!!
ORLANDO-DAYTONA COMBINATION - On
Saturday, March 18 direct from Hartford to
Orlando on Eastern Airlines. Three days in the
fun capital of the world - including admission to
the Walt Disney World and 8 attractions. Then
on to the Holiday Inn on the beach in Daytona
for 4 nights. Back to Hartford on Saturday,
March 25.

ONLY $265.00 per person!!
For information and reservations
contad: Sally at 232-0128.

Rights and the Third World
"Human Rights and U.S.
Involvement in Third World
Countries" was the topic of a
slide-lecture presented at Bryant
on Thursday, December I, by

labor policies of some of the
American multi-national
corporations in Southeast Asia
were highlighted, and it was
pointed out that most of their

Mr. Jerry Elmer. Mr. Elmer is a
field representative of the
American Friends Service
Committee, who has made an
extensive recent tour of
S~utheast Asian countries.
The lecture began with slides
portraying life in such nations as
Thailand and the Philippines.
The speaker noted the extremes
of wealth and poverty, the
primitive agricultural methods,
and the large proportion of
young people under fifteen. The

products were for export and
p ro vi ded large profits for
American stockholders because
of their use of cheap labor. Mr.
Elmer claimed that our
government makes a conscious
p ra ctice of maintaining
go v e r ments friendly to
American business interests so
that we can utilize foreign
resources and exploit the Asian
labor force for our own benefit.
Some would call this policy
"imperialism," he said .

Finally, Mr. Elmer discussed
the flagrant violations of human
rights which occur in these
countries because of the policies
of political repression follo wed
by Southeast Asian leader , T he
speaker was especialiy critical,
therefore, of America n military
and economic aid to these
nations as it is used to support
authoritari n regimes and to
undermine the human rights of.
the people.
The lecture was sponsored by
the International Student
Organizal!o n in cooperation
with t h e So c ia l Scie n ce
Department. Professor James
E tey ~a,> i cha rge of t he
arrangemem

December 9, 1977

Expedition Round The World
O nce in every lifetime, each
ma.n a nd woma n feels compelled
to md ulge themselves in at least
one great advent ure.
On February Ist. a small
group of adventurers will have
the opportunity to embark on
one of the gre atest sea
experiences of the decade as
Windjammer C ruises' 180 foot
m otor y a c ht. Y AN KEE
TR A DER, sets sail for a 10
month odyssey around the
world.
. Seventy five passengers will
sign ~board for a voyage that
promises to take them in the
foots teps of some of the past's
greatest explorers--me n like
Magellan. D arwin and Captain
Cook. T he itinerary includes
ports 0 ' caU in the Ba hamas
Haiti J amaica. the Cayma~
I sl a nd s, Ea s ter Is lan d
C arte g e n e, Panama, th~
G alapogos, P itcairn, Tahiti,
Bora-Bora, American Samoa
Fij i, Cook Island,
N eV:
Hebredes, Guadalca nal, New
G uinea, th G reat Barrier Reef
T h u r sd ay Islan d , D ar w in :
Djakarta, Singapo re, Sri Lanka,
the Seychelles, Kenya, South
Africa, St. Helena, Rio de
Janerio, Martinique, Antigua
and ho me to Freepo rt.
A fo rmer Coast Guard vessel.
the YANKE E TRAD ER is
already a legend a mong sea
scientists and researchers from

every comer of the globe. As
H Y D RO GR AP H ER, she
visited the waters of the Atlantic
Pacific. Antartic, and Cap~
Horn. The YANKEE TRADER
is one of the few motor yachts
afloat that is ideally suited for a

wardrobe--most likely the
uniform of the day will be shorts
and slacks. Shipmates will also
be given the oPl'0rtunity to mix
with the crew and learn many of
the trad it i onal skills of
seamanship if·they desire.
C ost p er passenger is
$7,850.00, or a mere $24 a day
for all expenses aboard ship and
ten months of rare excitement
and exploration. Exursions a nd
shopping ashore wi11. of course,
be optional.
In order to qualify for the
cruise. interested parties must be
in good physical condition and
send a persona! o utline of
themselves to Captain Burke
along with a recent photograph
and a $500. deposit.

~ourney

of such magnitude. She
a dry ship in any weather and
her rugged, steel hu11 makes her
capable of manuevering the
roughe~t seas and also sailing a
fu ll 11 knots.
IS

Following the will established
Windja mm e r tradition, the
Hourney will be leisurely and
carefree. The ship's equatorial
route almost guarantees a casual

AI?plications will be carefully
conSIdered, and in the event a
prospect is not chosen, the
deposit will be refunded. Several
9O-day minimum period will the
ship will be available in various
parts of the world.
Win~jammer also operates 6
day schooner cruises thru
I)ahamas, British Virgin Islands,
and the West Indies at $300.
Free , f u ll colo r "Great
Adventure" booklet is available
by writing:
WINDJAMMER BAREFOOT
CR UIS ES. P.O. Box 120, Miami
Beach Florida 33139

The Last Comment of Eric Sevareid
B
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SPRING SEMESTER 1978
1. OFFICIAL SPRING SCHEDULES.,
A. January 23, 1978
1. In person pick-up required
A. Veterans
B. Students receiving Firrancial Aid
A. All others
. A. In most cases, official schedules will be
mailed to home ~ddress or placed in Post Office Box.
. B.. To aVOid the possibility of "crossed paths,"
(mall gomg home whi le student is enroute back to the
ColI~g e), many schedules will be retained and made
avai lable at the College.
2. DATES TO REMEMBER
January 3, 1978-Wintersession begins
January 13, 1978-Spring tuition payments due
January 16, 1978-0fficial schedules not released by
the Bursar will be cancelled
January 20, 1978-Wintersession ends
January 23, 1978-Registration and orientation
January 24, 1978-Day Division classes begin
January 28, 1978-Evening Division classes begin
February 7, 1978-Last day to submit Add/Drop forms

Passion As A Mental
Health Hazard
by Joan F. Marsella
A Review of the Lecture of Prof.
Sophie Freud Loewenstein
Passion , it seems, is a real
downer fo r women, though
most of the 700 respondents to a
survey on the spin-off of passion
agreed it to be worth all the grief.
nus was I he general drift of a

ce S ockman

Eric
eva reid retired last
Saturday, November 26. at the
age of 65. due LO the CBS
mandatory retirement policy.
For 14 years, his commentary
followed Walter Cronkite a nd
the evening news. Sevareid's
precise synopse will be missed.
The America n audience grew
accu tomed to Se vareid 's
summary of -tbe issue .
In his last commentary,
Sevareid cited his success in
f ulfi lling h is audience ' s

aemand . by relaying tbe facts.
Scvareid has a unique ability. his
precisio n in delivering a s u~cinct
message, that he conveyed in two
and a half minutes each evening.
Not easily matched, Sevareid's
contribution to CBS en compass
ed 38 years. The loss LO CBS is a
10 s to the America n viewers. as
well.
Scvareid stated in his final
message, 'This is Eric Sevareid.
Thank you and goodbye." An
era of broadcasting began and
ended with his words.

*******************~

SPB Calendar Of Events

FRIDAY. D EC. 9
SATURDAY, DEC 10
SUNDAY. D EC. II

MOND AY . DEC. 12

Mixer in the pub featuring the music of
Arrow. SOct admission. 9 p.m. to I a.m.
Coronation Ball in Salmonson Din ing
Hall. 9 p.m. to I a.m. $4.00 per couple.
Movie: he Sti ng. 7 p.m . and 9 p.m. in
the:: auditorium.
Buny Tremblay-folk guitanst and
singer. 9 p.m. to I a.m. in the Country
Comfort.
A I ight of Ter ror-Dracula lecture by
Raymond T . McNally. 8 p.m. In the
Auditorium .

*******************,

ARCHWAY
COUPLE
OF THE
WEE K

Professor Sophie Freud (no
relation) Loewenstein o n her
research which was de signed to
measure 'how women view,
construct, and interpret their
lives.' She reported to an
overflow audience of medical
ractitioners who had come to
Butler Hospital for update on
how women were feeling these
days, (love-wise, that is).
Loewenstein's survey
respondents were college and
professional wom e n (w ho
should all know better) ranging
in age from 17 to 34, who
reported an average of two great
passions in their lives with a
greater love intensity in the
second experience. O nly 10
percent of the sample reported
(with what regret, no available '
statistics) ne ver having
experienced passion.
J ust so you and I know we are
talking about the same thing
when we declare passion, a
definition by Doctor Loewen
stein states that passion comes
from a Latin word meaning to
suffer; that it is an intense
obsession; that it is an irrational
prlJjection to the love object
resulting in severe narcissistic
injury--'as in other forms of
madness.'
Respondents checked to
wha t d egre e they had
experienced that e m otion .
Some warmed to the charge by
embellishing that definition with
a few torrid details-'Passion is
an exquisite confusion and a
b r eakd o wn of reason . .. ';
'Passion is living double time
with the t'..-110 lives melded into
one...'; 'Passion is an intense,
obsessive yearning with or

without sexual aspects.. .' Most
of the love-sick wretches
admitted that the heightened
experience of passion was worth
the eventual suffering and the
res u ltant se lf-destr u ction .
Consu m mation of passion
a l eTed the obsession by
fantasy.
From all responses it is clear
that a great deal of emotional
distress is connected with the
passionate experience. All along
we have been wondering why
women nave s uch negative self
image s. ne u rotic physica l
complaints , and frequent vague
ill n e sses. No w we h a ve
statistical data from reliable
sources that rejection by lovers
is the chief cause which brings
wome n to the edge of suicide,
despair, rage, damaged self·
esteem, and confusion I This
information is gained through
the women's self-reports!
There is some en
couragement to be had from all
this misery, however. With age,
women inc rease their tolerance
for rejection in passionate love
affairs. The greatest passion
passion occurs with most
frequency in the decade of the
thirties, and survivors move on 
to bigger and better affairs
(passionate , that is), increasing
their ability to roll with the
punches. The dismal predit·tion
for the forties is tha t 'wome n's
statistical chances of ex·
p e rie n ci ng p assio n have
diminished.. .'
Fi v e distinc t love an
guishments from the 'down side'
of passion send women to the
shrink': pain of separation from
lover, pain resulting from
abandonment, guilt over marital
status of lover, destructiveness
or disap pointment in the
relationship, and illness of death
of the lover. From these
'disappointments' women show
incli n ations to c onside r
('ont. 10 p. 12 col. 12
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Ed's
Almanac

~

MENU
~

btm:h

December 9, 1977 
December 14, 1977
Flshwich on Bun
North America n Lasagna
Cold Plate

12 / 9

Roast Turkey/ Dressing
Beef Chow Mein
Foot Long Hot Dogs

wj Chili
Sliced Ha m
Egg Salad

12/ 10

BR UN ~H

W / S A USAGE Fried Chicken Wings
Spagbetti wi Meat Sauce
Cheese Omelet

12fl 2
Sloppy Joe on Bun
Beef Noodle Casserole
Fruit Plate wi Cottage
Cheese
Italian Sausage Sa ndwich
MortadeUa
Ha m Salad
12/13
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Spanish Macaroni
Chers Salad Bowl
Corned Beef
Chicken Salad

Roast Beef
Batler Fried Fi h

G rilled Chee e
C HRISTMAS SPECIAL

12/ 14
Barbeq ued Ham Sandwich Veal/T omato Sauce /G ravy
Beef Tu rnover / Gravy
Beef Stroganoff/ Buttered
Noodles
Grilled Liver & Fried
Egg Foo Yong
O nions
T una Salad Hot Dogs

This is the end of the line for
this semester. I'm afrai d that it's
going to be a whole mo nth
befo re you're able to read our in
depth repo rting, great poetry,
and unparalleled wit again. But
there IS a way that you can avoid
this. "How," you ask? Well, if
you just read one article at a
time, you'll be a ble to savor your
treasured A rch way for days
upon days. Isn't that great'?! I
knew you'd like it.

Anyway, sorry to interrupt.
N ow you can go back to
discovering the new and
different (believe me, it is
different) thi ngs enclosed for
your enjoy~ent , and kindling
for your fi re. See you in a month
and HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

By Ed Kasinskas
Now t hat hurricane season has ended ( on November 30) its time to
turn ur atlent ion to winter torms. Blizzards a re classified as extra
tropical cyclones. The National W ~at her Service stales that in order
for a storm to be called a blizzard , it must have wmd speeds greater
than 35 miles an hour, temperatures must be 20 degrees Ford lower,
and there must be enough falling or drifting snow to reduce visibility
to less than a quarter of a mile. A severe blizzard has wiods over 45
mile an hour, temperatures ho ering around 10 degrees F, and
vi ibility near zero.
Blizzards are only 6ne of the hnards of WInter. Sleet and freezing
rain are also comm on. Sleet is formed when rain falls through a cold
layer of air turning it into ice pellets. T bese small. cloudy-white bead
of ice are a pproximately a n eighth of an inch in diameter. When they
accumulate, as they did Monday night, the result is a compacted
slush which can freeze, cau ing a ern t of ice. Freezing rain differs
from sleet in that the rain freezes on contact wi th a cold surface ueb
as power lines. trees, and sidewalks, prod ucing a glaze.
Snow fla kes are six-sided crystals of ice which are formed when
water vapOr crystalizes on microsco pic airborne par ticles called
aerosols and particu lates. Aerosols appear natu rally in the
atmosphere either as pollen, dust fro m forest fi res, or volca nic ash.
Particulates are a result of ind ust ralizalion and a re in the form of
hyd rocarbons. T hat is why one should never eat snow because it
contains pollutants washed out of the atmos phere.
The temperatures inside now clouds must be between 10 degrees
F and -4 degrees F for snoW to sta rt fo rming. Warmer temperatu re
will result in rai n. Colder a ir can not contai n much water vapor, 0
heavy snowfalls a re unlikely in extremely cold weather. No two now
flakes are exactly alike, and ten inches of .snow contains the same
amount of moisture as one inch of rain .
Extended Outlook - December 9- 15
Rhode Island got its first taste of winter in the ea rly part of the
week whin between one and three inches of snow a nd leet fell on
Monday and T ue day. The firs t part of this weekend will give us ·
more winter-like weather. A storm will pas through the area late
Friday and into Satu rday. drop ping between two and four more
inches of now. After clearing o ut. the remamder of the week will be
sunny but cold wit h daytime highs in the low 30's.
The earliest sun er ofthe year occ ur this week with the sun setting
around 4: 15. The average hours of pos ible daylight a re 9 hours. I I
minutes. TheTe will be a new moon on the 10th.

.
Starts Friday, December 23, at a theatre near you
Check

your

local

newspapers

for

listing.

,

cont. fro m p . 9 col. 5
themselves basket cases for the
psychotherapists.
Women know the causes of
their own distresse s a nd
'probably' the route to renewed
health, but they reject that
action for ' human bonds
established in passion are
tenaciously preserved.'

Loewenstein's most salient
finding was stated cqgently by
one particu larly dolorous
respondent , 'Women's mental
health depends on managing
their li ves independen t of
husba n ds and (ree from
psychotherapists!'
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Restaurant Review
Betty's

Where to go on a Wednesday
night when most rational people
are in bed? This was the dilemna
faced by the valiant purveyors of
this journal two days ago; they
solved it by a quick jaunt into
North Providence to this hotbed
of late-nite culinary artistry.
With scouting having been
a c c o mplished by Cynthia,
Mark, and J. W., and with
J effy's opinion that it's better
tha n SAGA, there was really no

Movie

wav we could resist.
A drive southward on Rte. 7,
followed by a left onto Mineral
Spring and a further several
block sketch will bring you to.
the doorstep of this establish
ment. One enters by the back
door, slipping through one of
three dining rooms, each with a
distinctive atmosphere. This one
is most voluminous, seating
easily two dozen intimately, but
also most isolated. The main

Review

Heroes
By C. K. King
A little out of date for today,
but Heroes occasionally has
some humorous lines. It is not a
love story, as many have called
it. It is of something that should
have happened but didn't.
This movie had no sex. Can
you imagine that, a movie
without some form of physical
activity. As one character
commented in the movie, "I am
glad someone is gonna get it."
Aside from being sex free, the
movie is a tale of a man with a
dream. He and a few of his war
buddies (Vietnam neteran) set
out to start a worm farm."
(Sounds kinky right?) Wait, you
haven't heard anything yet. The
star, Henry Wrinkler, is the
Chairman of Worm Farm
Incorporated and has just
escaped from a veterans mental
hospital. He has $1,000 that
other inmates have given him so
he can invest in his dreams.
Wrinkler buys a bus ticket and
starts his journey to meet the
other worm magnets. On the
bus, he sees the ex-flying nun
Sally Fields. She is going to get
married. Of course, she leaves
the bus with Wrenkler and
decides that she can postpone

the marriage. A very original
scene.
Off they go to find the other
founders of Worm Farms. Two
of the corporate officers can not
be found. One ex-warrior has
left his wife and the other died in
Vietnam. During the time he is
seeking these two veterans,
Wrinkler gets in a fight. He
bickers with Fields over small
things, and he keeps having
dellusions of severe war
experiences he was involved in.
At least the end is touching.
Avoiding description of the
absurd behavior in the movie, I
can safely say that one could
miss this movie and not feel left
out. It easily beats out suspiria
and some of this semesters other
heavies. Only as a la st choice
would I see it. This movie is
likely to be on T. V. in a year and
a half.
To me the entire movie was
bland so that all the groupies
would be able to see the Fonz.
Well. ifthis is what they wanted,
they got it! So if you are a teenie
bopper or groupie ofthis-over
aged teen angel, then pay the
buckaroos and see it. Otherwise,
keep the coins for a real high.

WJMF Concert Report
By Lee-Ann Kenney
At the Paradise Theatre in
Boston ...
December 9 and 10.. ELVIS
COSTELLO; December II...
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
with special guests- ROOM 
F UL OF BLUES; December 14
and 15... ROY BUCHANAN;
December 16 and 17.. .THE JAN
HAMMER GROUP with
special guests THE ROCKETS.;
December 18... PIPER.
T here are two shows nightly at
7: 30 and 10:30 p.m.
The AVERAGE WHITE
BAN D will be at the Orpheum
on December 9 at 8:00 p.m.
On December 10 at the
Providence Civic Center, party
down with the AVERAGE
WHITE BAND, BRICK, AND
KOOL & THE GANG, as they
appear in concert at 8:00 p.m.
On December 10, at the Lowell
Auditorium, the couple of the
year, CHER AND GREGG
ALLMAN, will be in concert at
7:30 p.m.
At Worcester St: . College
Auditorium on December 10, the

POUSETTE DART BAND and
ZONKARAZ will be in concer.
Carryon with KANSAS as
they play the Springfield Civic
Center on December II at 8:00
p.m. T hey11 also be at the
Providence Civic Center on
December 13 at 8:00 p.m.
The MARSHALL TUCKER
BAND combine their talents
with
PURE
PRAIRIE
LEAGUE and JONATHAN
EDWARDS on December 29 at
7:30 p. m. at the Providence Civic
Center. They'll also play the
Hartford Civic Center on
December 26, the Music Hall on
December 28, and the
Springfield Civic Center on
December 30, with all shows
starting at 7:30 p.m.
Coming to the Library in
Smithfield ...
December 7-11. .. S MILES;
December 14-18... VICE.
Coming to Gulliver's · in
Smithfield ...
December 8-11. . . STRUTT;
December 15-18...Z0NKARAZ;
December 22-25 ... NAKED
TRUTH.

counter and booth area is
probably the best shot for the
small party, as it affords the best
view ot the other patrons. As
Nancy says, at Betty's one
should be prepared to stare and
be stared at"; it's the main
entertainment.
The rest of the entertainment
consists of the_ jukebox, and
making fun of the food. But the
patrons are the best, especially
after 1:00 a.m. The clientele is at
times the seedient this side of the
Comfort. Our first trip, we saw
hookers, gays, and giddy college
kids. This time was more sedate,
but interesting nonetheless.
And then there's the
employees. The apparent head
of this operation is a middle
aged bleached blonde (Betty?),
given to delivering food five
plates to the arm, accompanied
by helpful identifications of
same ("Haaamburg, Cheeese
buuurg... "). The grill staff does
an amazing job of keeping its
territory with mounds of hash
browns, apparently on a
continuous basis.
This probably helps explain
the quick service, particularly in
evidence Wednesday, as well as
the fact that everything tastes
like hash br0wns. But more of
our Wednesday trip. We sat in
the infamous upper level dining
room, the one with the
washrooms in it. This room
with only a few closely spaced
tables and a sedate lighting
scheme.
Probably the most impressive
aspects of the physical structure
are the washrooms. The men's

room is spacious enough to hold
an entire group, although yu
have to take turns, as only one
commode is provided. The area
appears to be conceived as a
janitor's closet, as a large set tub
serves as a sink. The window a re
barred, presumably to deter
would-be escapists.

As mentioned, the patrons are
the main attraction. "I haven't
seen this much leather since I
went to a horse show". remarked
Jeffy, who had just recently
finished his fifth beer of the
evening, and was ragged that
Betty'S did not dispense the
beverage.

We all sat aroun~ne table,
although Jeffy and J. W. arrived
late because they had to visit
Maureen's car. Dennis sat-beside
Cindy and across fr om Nancy,
with Candy choosing the spot
closest to the Men's Room and
Jefy and J. W. opting for the
seats closest to the exit. We were
all impressed by the decor, with
Xmas decorations much in
evidence, if somewhat sickly
looking. The ashtrays caught
ou r eyes immediately because of
their ama :..ing similarity to
miniature tin pie plates. (Anyone
wishing to observe this is invited
to stop by The Archway office,
where a pilfered . tmple is on
display.)

Most of our party orde red
cheese omelets, which some fe lt
to contain an inade q uate
quantity of cheesy oomesti ble,
and which were not warm
enough. Cheeseburgers were
another popular item, a nd. li ke
the hambu rger Jeffy had beca use
he was nostalgic for Jack-in-the
Box, were likened to vacuum
cleaners. They sucked. Not all
toast is created equally at
Betty's; the distribution of butter
among the slices seemed most
dicriminatory. The food is
edible, if not exactly appetizing;
it is food, and its available.

Ordering
somewhat
complicated t the fact that
there are no .lenus. If asked,
your hostess . ill reel off the bill
of fare. Co t fee seems to be the
specialty ( the house, and could
explain be tough appearance of
the customers. Endlessly refilled
cups of this liquid could make a
man of anyone; indeed, one
female member of our party was
observed to have taken up
smoking after only a few sips.
The waitress Wednesday wa so
eager to get rid of the murky
stuff that she poured it first, then
asked.

And then comes the bill.
Fortunately, this is presented to
you while you're sitting. Bad?
Let's put it this way .. .it's rare to
find a greasy spoon where you
can feed a party of six for only
$14. Betty's is one.
All in all, Betty's is an
adventure in dining. While the
restaurant itself cannot be
ignored, no matter how much
one would like, in the final
analysis it's the people who make
Betty's what it is. As we enter the
exam period, keep Betty'S in
mind. It's sure to help you
through an all-nighter; after
eating their food and reading the
bill, you may never sleep ap;ain.

Record Reports
Bj· Debbie Brunner
*He may not be singing yet, but a
new generation of "Cole" was
born Oct. 15 to Natalie Cole and
her husband Marvin Yancy.
Who knows whether the baby
boy will follow in the footsteps
of his mother anbd grandfather

Fame on November 16. The star,
a star this year. In addition, the
which is bestowed upon 12
"Polish Prince" was awarded an
individuals a year, was presented
honorary day of his own.
by the Hollywood Chamber of November 16 was deolared
Commerce. Vinton is the only
"Bobby Vinton Day" by the
pop musical performer to receive
Mayor of Los Anp;eles.
,.:.~_ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~:----,

(the late Nat "King" Cole).
Natalie Cole's most recent
release is Thankful and its sales
have been successful.
*Not only is Bob Seger and
the Silver Bullet Band selling out
concerts all over the U.S. and
Europe, he has set records for
speed of tickets were sold in four
hours. Another pair of shows
sold out its 20,000 seats in two .
hours.

MAG- A Z I "I E S ~ PAP E R 5
uP

TO

IN

*Steve Miller and Michael
Murphy both grew up in central
Texas about the same time, but
never met. Miller gave a party
after his Denver concert last
week and there he and Michael
met. The two hit it off right away
and struck up a fast friendship.
*As mentioned sometime ago
don't forget to look for the.
Wings Over America special to
be aireJ in January. Paul
McCartney and Wings will be
profiled in the special about their
D E. .~ IV' L) \~ 1-1
1976 tour to Australia, England,
and the U.S.
D C R \"\ l.:. - LEA V E
MAIN
*Entertainer Bobby Vinton
'C NI
received a .star on the famous
r 1"""\ V~I
'.J..
10 v S E cj - r R
Hollywood Boulevard Walk of ------.;....;;;..w~.:.::.:~..._:;....l;;,...:._..:...~~~..:....Ir;;
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Horoscope Highlights

GLASS!

December 9 - 15

'.
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PRIZES
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I""V b\O~' TOWNHOUSE

WINNING

DORMS

'&:~

VILLAGE

Quiet Down! ... I'm Trying To Study

Sagittarius (November
December 21)

23

Someone will be feeding you
sweet words this week, and you'll
eat it up. When you finally come
down to earth, you'll realize the
insincerity. Use your head to
deal with this.

•

CapricorQ (December 22
January 20)
P l an e t a r y aspec ts are
excellent for Caprico rns. Good
week for socia l affairs a nd
romantic interests. Your charm
has power and could melt an
icicle!

Gemini (May 22-June 21 J
Some things you thought
almost impossible begin to work
out this week. Proceed to act
with confidence.

•

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Yo u may not be awa re of it ,
but jea lously surrounds o u like
a cloud. Just be glad you a rc the
one being envied and not vice
versa .

•

Leo (July 23-August 23)
Aquarius (January 21-Febuary
18)
Wb n
ne
lTO
persona lity a nd outstanding
talents, one must expect to be
criticized. You are now being
criticized in several department.
Just ignore it.

y ~ u r present point of view
regarding a certain per 'on
reqlA ires some oul earching.
Are you looking a t things with
honesty or i. there latent
prejudice at work.

•

Virgo (August 24-September 23)

PiSces (Febuary 19-March 20)
You will have to deal with a
disagreeable family situation, or
some complex problem. By
using tact and your keen Piscean
mind, you can work things out.

Ari~s

•

(March 21-April 20)

In one particular secor it
seems that you a re being entirely
too aggressive. Ease up a bi t a nd
be less dema nd ing before you
make an y more enemies!
Jom u for I hret: weeks r h igh
excitement.
UTe. well teach you basic
wilderness skills .
But Lhe poinlls. we'lI leach you
how to cope \\IUh life wher uer
vou live.
. .
• You can learn you hay t he
power to d o al most nyth ing y u
reaJly wan t to do. Surpr f lng, th'
new sell·confidence.
All th is we call "survival." And it
might j ust last you a lifeti me.

Send me full information.

OutwanlBnund . D~p l.

~trre,

CIty

5101('

Zip

School
I'hone
C h c k th e co urses that Inte res t yOIl .
Ca nOt'lnl( _
D !lert expedition&.Wh ite water
ra fti ng

fl1otD,c,.phy .JorllllhanT. Wrt;tht

SaW nil

Wild e rness
baC kpac kin g
Mo unlalneerlng

_

•

Libra (September 24-0ctober
23)
This is no time to venture
forth in sea r h of "greener
pasture. " tick to the tried and
proven . Ce rtain matters could
get out of hand If you re nO l
ca reful.

es.

165 W. PUI.1OHn Ave ..
Grc~n" Ith.Cr 06830.
Phnn~ 1011 Iree [8001243·8520.

Namr •

. You' will receive commend
ation this week for a quality you
didn't know you even possessed.
One thing about Virgoans-you
seem to take you r many gifts fo r
granted.

I 0 e.:.. pene ru:e nE"t'e!> nry .
OUlward Bound odml/S SWdt!IjUi <U nny
sex. race. c%r and natlollal or erhnlC
or/gIrl. \\.1 o r" a flDnpI'Q/U OIyonl7.allon.
Sc.llolarshrps Quol/able.

•

•

Taurus (April 21-May 21)

Scorpio (October 24-November
22)

Someone's true intenLions
fi nally come out into the open.
You had no idea things were this
way. Don't let it bother you,
though, someone else is waiting
to lift your spirits.

Noone dares to tell you , but
an untrue story about yo u seems
to be going around. Find out
who started this lie and put an
end, to it! Your reputation will
speak for you.
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Miss Bryant Contestants
Photographs by Sean McNamee and Ken Sorge

lJltimates-Betty Madigan
TE-Beth Harrison
SIX-Sharon McGarry
Delta Sig-Sandy Francis
Beta Sig-Debbie 'B runner
BSO-Brenda Souza
TKE-Lori Roach
APK-Robin Culnr
SIB-Cheryl Mopeen

\\}

Phi Ep-Loren Bonoucore
KT-Donna Russ

ARCHWAY FUN SECTION
Check every direction in the word diagram
in your attempts to find the Christmas-related
words.

. Try to find the numbers listed below in the numbers diagram.
Be sure to check in every direction!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5
0
6
9
5
3
2
0
8
3

2

7
3
2
7
6
1
7
5
1

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

6389
9124
2784
1959
1007

9
5
8
6
4
5

7
4
7
9

1
4
9
1
2
4
6
3
5
0

0
1
4
6
1
0
9

7
3
9

3
0
3
8
2
6
4
6
8
4

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

3470
8892
2677
5864
1459

2
6

7
7
3
8
7
5
9
3

7
3
5
4
7
1
3
0
4
9

SEARCH

WORD

NUMBER SEARCH

8

7
4
2
5
1
6
8

7
5

6
5
0
8
4
2
4
8
2
9

1
0
0

7
4
0
2
9
5
1

4
2
1
9
3
1
5
2
0
4

•

A
0
V
E
I
W
0
L
G

S
U
A
L
C
A
T
N
A

0

S
G
C

Y
B

T

K
C
W
M
S
L
L
E

B
0
H

II.Santa Claus
12.Snow
13.Tree
14.Vacation
15.Wreath

6.Gifts
7.NoeI
8.North Pole
9. Reindeer
IO.Rudolph

I.Bells
2.Caroling
3.Christmas
4.Cold
5.December

7821
8112
5673
2301
7707

I
U
A
H

B
T
H
R

K
L
T
E

H
E
T
U
R
F
C
F
0
A
P
L

P
J
I
Z
T
I
B
X
E
C

J
0

L
S

0
G
N
G
S
R
C
N
E
P

0
Y
N
0
P

0
W
T
E

0
Z
H

0
F
E

U
E
T

0

K

Q

W
A
H
L
B
A

V
E
N
M

F
I
T

R
X
C
Y

G
H

0

N
I
l:

Q

T
R
E
E
T
S

R

0

V
v"

0
R
A
C
N

-
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the Student Programming Board
PRESENTS
~"'e
Second Ann lJaj
).\~
\e~'

- ~\~

Dance Co

.
l1 cert

featuring
-

Stonecross
The Bronin Hogman Band
Adirondack
On Friday, December 16
In the gymnasium
at 8:30pm '
STUDENTS--$1.00

VISITORS--$2.00

Tickets will be sold in advance from
1Gam .to 2pm, Monday, December 11
through Thursday, December 15.
ALL OTHERS WILL BE SOLD AT THE DOOR .
.

.
-

beer will be sold in the lobby
· by
SERVITIUM CL UB

z

Notice

Personal

BERMUDA

Special Delivery for Susan S.
-100 rolls of scotch tape, 50 rolls
of adhesive tape and 3 pair of
pajamas.
Drew M.,
Flush the toilet!

Anyone interested in going to
Bermuda during March break
contact Maribeth Benedetto at
232-0 175 in Townhouse D-6 or
Mary SpatClfora at 232-0403 in
Townhouse A-5 immediately for
details.
REMINDER FROM THE
REGISTRAR
Students who preregistered
last October for Wintersession
1978 are reminded to pick up
and file applications before
December 16, 1977.
On December 20, 1977, classes
with insufficient paid enroll
ments will be cancelled.

Students who did not
preregister for the Spring
Semester should file an Exit
Interview in the Registrar's
Office.

Weight Room Hours
Open every day. Regular
hours. Weights available - leave
I.D. card.

Wanted
Apartments/ H ouse to Share
Two male students to share
single family house with (3)
other tudents. December or
J anuary occupancy available.
(3) miles from Bryant Campus.
Kitchen privileges; fu rnished;
ultilities included. $125 per
month. Call Steve at 231 -6728.
MOONLIGH TERS WANTED
Waiter, Waitresses, and
Bartender. Part-time. Call 273
3312,9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Rick,
Saturday is a special day.
Everyday is a special day. Happy
Birthday, always! Remember
that I love you.
Cheryl
Hey Eddy,
Kill any innocent waste
baskets lately?
Kaz,
, You write the stupidest
personals at Bryant.
Beware wastebaskets! There's a
wild Kaz on the loose!
Get out of the closet, Bill!
Kodak, for the times of your
life.
FAGMAN,
Why do you jump around lik~ a
bean in · spinny Jenny's class
when the blue eyed jumping
bean struts in.
Curious,
Skrunts
Sandy P.,
She who doesn't lock her door
may find trouble!
S.S. 2
The bus leaves for the hockey
game Friday night - it's a good
excuse.
You get in FREE. and Count
Dracula gets your warm blood
FREE!
.
I already know how to play
pinball. But I do give lessons.
Jay
To '"Big L'",
Beware... one of these ' crazy
nights.. .
S.S. I

Lost and
Found

Happy Birthday to the stud in
the top of Dorm 4
Love and kisses,
Sandy, Janice, and Tina

Coginchaug Regional High
School ring, inscription-E.M.E.
Please contact Eileen - 232-0076

Suitehearts,
Thanks but no thanks.
Chip, Bob, Buz, Phil, Don, Stu

My karate uniform is missing
fro m the back seat of my blue
Volkswagon. Please return it, no
questions asked! I can't afford to
buy a new one! - Call: 766-2095

Congratulations Hoboken
Hoboes on a fine season, 1-27
Mulligans Stew No. I men's
volleyball.

For Sale
Davis Classic Tennis Racket,
almost new. 2 light, wood racket,
rough grip. $20 off original
price. Call Joyce at 463-9687.
Save on brand name hard and
soft lens supplies. Send for free
illustrated catalog. Coritact Lens
Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix,
Arizona 850 II

GUITARS-G UIT ARS
Over 500 on display
At Guitarland--Division of
Ray Mullin Music
8 8-100 Broad Street,
Pawtucket, RI

725-9139
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Attention All Scrunts: Have a
successful exam week, and a
great vacation celebrating!
Benny
Agnes O'Goldberg,
Looking forward to the
International feast over
Intersession.
Benny
Cello,
Have any dreams lately about
the 32nd floor?
Benny
P.S. What's up during March
vacation?
Wagman & Cranston,
No, you can't sleep in the
library over vacation.
Ben-ny
John S.,
Yes, that means Y-O-U . How
about during vacation; you
know what I mean.
Joyce

Happy Birthday Gerber
Nick Danger is a zero.
Jack.,
Do you always bring
cheerleaders home?
Jackie,
I love you!
Val
Lynne,
_
Gigalos must come cheaper.
Boyfriends
BETTER!

back

home

are

Fred!
Stop beating up the Fox!

Jim,
Is Mary Hungarian?
Fio,
Been in the rack lately? Call us
if you do! 232-0419
Marie Elizabeth,
You are my mainline. My only
line. If you only would
understand that.
Love, Jerk Face
Miss K,
King Ridge. A fire. Some
wine. You and me. Heaven.
Love, Master c
Rosebud (alias Scott P.),
. Your singing is heavenly!
Love, Clam
Permit me to introduce myself...
I am Count Dracula, and I can't
wait to see your beautiful young
bodies ... Come to the
auditorium on Monday night for
an experience you won't forget!
For a hair-raising and blood
curdling experience that will
send shivers up your spine, come
meet Count Dracula Monday
night in the Audito rium.
For the thrills and chills of a life
time- be at the auditorium by 8
pm on Monday night!
Cindy - Happy 19th BIRTH ~
DAY. Love Karen, Leisa,
Sandy, Carla and Caren
You get in FREE, and Count
Dracula gets you warm blood
free!
To Marcy, Linda, Liz & Cathy
Have a very Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year. Much
Love, Cindy
Benji,
I'll make you cheesecake next
time in N.J.
J oyce
Susan S.,
"Stick with it!"
Guess Who?
Nick,
Is that oui, oui?
J .S.

Tact·: "The ability to
appreciate the delicacy of a
situation and to do or say the
most fitting thing." It'd l}e nice if
a certain member of the suite
learned how to use it, and the
sooner the better!
Dork I:
Get any "hot hands" lately?

Gee, we're surrou nded by
corrlolption.
Where' are you coming from
Cox? You'd make a good
politician.

What can the "Cox Mobile" do
that the " Mean Green Machine"
We THE ULTIMATES are ' jcan't? Start up on cold snowy
very proud to put up girTs for Idays for one thing. Maybe we
should take IT to Florida
Superstars and Miss Bryant;
GOOD LUCK CINDY & 'instead .
BETT
Tom- Hope your brother gets
Ken, Joe, Brad, Dave, Ray, ,out of the hospital real quick and
Steve, and Scott,- Happy that he recovers from the
Holidays - have a great vacation! o.peration with flying colors. If
And good luck on all your finals . he's anything like you, he'll do
just fine.
- Dizzy
Jim- Are you in love with Mary! Scott- When we go to the library,
we should try doing some work 
Jim- I hear you did some scoring for a change! - Dizzy
on and off the ice Saturday!
AI- Where
weekend!

were

you

last

Penobscotch- How's them Jugs?
K.G.- Beware of Bear.

AI- Does Cathy know about
Faith, Linda, Joan, Marie, etc.
Bleachee- love me two times!

BAS KETBA LL - 8 pm Saturday
Bryant vs. Bridgeport
Dickie- Happy Hunting for the
backdoor man.

Monday Night- Don't keep
Count Dracula waiting - be at
the auditorium by 8 p.m.!

Penobscotch- If you had more
brains you could fart.
Spike- Where were you and
Red?

First Johnny O. left,
Now you Mike,
Next semester won't be
any fun at all.

Tom R.- Does she get what she
wants?

Scott- Watch out for those
stewardesses! - Dizzy

Fish- 2 minutes penalty for
drinking and sleeping.

Jay- When are you going to learn
how to play pinball?

Ron- They said it couldn't be
done.

Merry Christmas Bob,
Love, 'Karen

Rio Grande Party Saturday 9-?
Merry Christmas Cloud 9

Bill:
If you don't get a job with Pa
Bell, are you going to stop using
the phone?

Ronnie- Where were you last
weekend?

AI-I hear you enrolled
Wheaton College.

in

Reward for the whereabouts of
Andres!!!

AI- Do you think you could find
some time to drink, with your
buddies instead of visiting
Wheaton every night!

Wrestling match - The KiIcup
Beast vs. Barbarian Devil 
Saturday night at midnight.

Merry Christmas to TKE
especially to
Waldo, the pervert;
Bill, the Ii'l one;
Paul, the whale;
Kevin and Pete, the babblers;
Sousa, the hairy one;
and most of all to
Wo fat.
from a friend

Shirley-4 -- Botis-2 - Fires-O

The shot of the year award goes
to Griz - Keep on peepin!
Lovey-How's "Dovey & Mike"?
-I'll see about the tree-no
promises however! Also-tell
"mother hen" to behave.
Tennessee
Tuna, when Nick flunks out you
can triple up with Harry and
Phil!

100 Highland Avenue

Monday Night- Don't keep
Co unt Dracula waiting- be at the
auditorium by 8 pm!

Suite 104

WOMAN'S
MEDICAL
CENTER

Sheryl No. 3011:
We're sorry we didn't meet
you at the Computer Mixer.
Maybe we'll meet you under
other circumstances.
No. 3812,2412
To my leg man,
I promise not to crowd you
out of the bed like Ted does!
To the Sesame Street gang,
Have a fantastic Christmas.
See you next semester.
Love, Cookie Monster
Ace,
Have a nice vacation, and
don't break your leg skiing.

The "Blowout Weekend" has
arrived!

A Health Care Facility Just For Women
Providing: Free pregnancy testing.
abortion and birth control counseling.
Aoutine Gyncare. First trimester
pregnancy termination and a 24 Hour
Answering Service.
Open: 9am to Spm. Monday thru Saturday
(401)272-1440. or Toll Free 1-800-523-5350
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Personal Cont.
Bill,
Shave your beard and not
your behind.
Ed,
Reprogram that flowchart by
next May.
R.O .,
We're going to R., K., P., and
B. this Saturday night!

Ellen,
Its been a long hard road and
you haven't reached the
crest...but...you can see the light!
You know and I know it won't be
long. It'll be worth it in the end!
Love,
Your Roommate

T.D.,
Just tw , more weeks.

Dear Santa,
I was good this year, please
send me chachet for Christmas.

E. and 0,
What 10 you two do together
to retaiD your uncorruptability?

Lewis.
The potato convention was a
great time thanks to you.

Tact I '!lS Tommy Tells Tall
Ta le!

M.P.O.

Hey r- rk I.
H
come everyone has
di br n hands except for you'!

Mom a nd Mort-It is Thursday
night about 1:30 a.m . and I am
attempting to fill thi space of

Hey )ork I,
T : J ergens ! It's as good for
YOL
hand as it is for your
di: !s!

necessary filler 0 you will have a
paper one of these days . [will be
home someti me soon. Do you
want an th ing sp ecial for
hristmas . ~re things going
okay'. I will write you back soon,
pro ba bly thi ' weekend. O.K.?
Nothing is rea lly new and
exciting in my hfe what can I
say, I'll let you know. Well, this
is the last Archway for the
se mester. in a wa y I am glad, but
then again, I will miss it. (Don't
tell anybody.) [don't think tbat I
know how to go to bed early on a
Thursday or Frid ay night
anymore. Well, I write send you
a personal again in February if
we need to fill the space. Much
love, Cindy

Bf

B.,

Do you ever put in a full day':
"a rk'?
Pre7:
You a re only a member
AFT ER the seco nd dinner.
The suite
"P bantom."

has

a

new

Wouldn't the Bell Tower
make a pair of tbe world's largest
candy ca nes if someone could get
to the top to decorate t hem?
Tom:
The producers of "Forever
Fernwood" want to sign you up
fo r the role of "The Cactus
Killer." You get to knock off
shelves.
H,B,T,T:
How do you like living with
"The Untouchables?"
Are we going Christmas
shopping like we did last Y~II ..!'

Florida Here We Come!!!

Joe,
Your friends from Nichols are
puppie.
To Cind y, Leisa, Sandy, Carla
and Caren:
Merry Christmas!
From, Karen

/

The Archway is an experience.
Ray
The Archway staff gets next
week off with pay!
The Secret Scrooge of the
Week goes to Cindy.

Nick M.,
Funny hats
Christmas.

are "'put

this

To Stupid Scott,
May you get snowed in this
Christmas or may Santa's
reindeer leave you a present.

WooNsocKeT
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Bryant Wins Home Opener 80-65;
Ups Record to 3-1
By Joseph Welch and Bobby Dakers
Tuesd ay evening Bryant
played host to Southern Conn.
State College and came away
with a n 80-65 Win . Bryant
started quickly. with Cris Avery
having the hot ha nd. For most of
the first half it was a tight contest
with neither team having more
Iha n a 4 or 5 point lead. T hen
wit h fou r minutes to go in the
half. Brya nt put on a purt and
widened the lead to eight at the
half 34-26.
In the sta rt of t he second half,
Brya nt bega n to get very
aggres lve offen ively. Against a
tough. man-to-man defense. the
Indians were patient in looking
for good shots. They let
everyone get involved in the
offen e which enabled men to get
open for high percentage shots.
and good reboundi ng pos ition.
This enabled Bryant to open an
18 point lead midway through
the second half. Bryant then
became very slop py. Southern
too k advantage and began
shooting at a torrid pace
reducing Brya nt's lead to twelve.
Southe. rn Conn. continued
their hot ~hooting. red ucing
Bryant' lead. Coach Follia rd
tben called upon Mike
T ra va s os to bre ak the
Southe rn C o nn. pressure
defen e. Bryant began getting
open shots and pulled away to a
15 point lead. Chris Avery had
a n outstanding game scoring 27
points and pulling down 8
rebounds.
Ernie DeWitt

scored 19 points, and Paul
Seymour added 13 points ...
Tom Box and Ernie Dewitt
were the to p rebounders with 9
apiece. and Steve Wulker had 8
rebounds.
Bryant lost its second game of
the season being edged by
Quinnipiac College 84-82. On
thei r home cou rt, Quin njpiac
came up with some key defensive
plays at the end of the game to
overcom e a five-point deficit.
Bryant was leading 80-75 wit h
2:27 to play but Quinnipiac
outscored Bryant in the final two
and a half min utes. 9-2. F ive of
the ni ne points were set up by
Quinnipiac steals.
The Quinnipiac vic t or y
spoiled a sensational 32 point
effort by freshman Ernie
DeWitt . Of DeWitts 32 points 20
points were scored in t be first
half.

Ernie DeWitt skies for the
rebound.
opponents 109-61. Bryant built
up a 51-28 lead at halftime. Ernie
DeWitt and Paul Seymour
combined for 38 points in the
win.
DeWitt led all scorers with 20
Bryant trailed 42-35 at the . points, 18 coming in the fi r t
ha lf. but they staged s comeback half. Seymour was second for
behind DeWitt and forged to a Bryant with 18 points. 16 coming
five point lead at the IS minute in the first half. D eWitt al 0 led
mark of the second half. They the team in rebounds with 15.
All the Bryant players scored
kept their lead until Quinnipiac
began their comeback with two in the game. Steve Walker with
14, Don Sweet with 10, and
and a half minutes left.
In addition to DeWitt, who Mike Travassos also hit with 10.
Bryant will play Bridgeport
also lead Bryant in rebounds,
Tom Box also hit double figures this Saturday night, December
with IS points. Bryant will me t lO th at hOJlle. They will be away
Quinnipiac next semester with at R.I.e. on Monday, December
12, and will host Southeastern
the home court advantage.
In a Saturday afternoon game Massachusetts University on
at Nichols, Bryant crushed their Wednesday December 14.

Paul Seymour:
"A Shooting Star"
By Harry Cohen

Not too many people have
heard of Liverpool. N.Y., but
most basketball fans around the
area have heard of Bryant's
starting guard, Paul Seymour.
Paul i a graduate of Liverpool
High School which is situated
outside of Syracuse, N. Y., where
he gained All-County, All-Up
S tate Basketball Honors.
D uring his three years of varsity
hjgh school basketball, Paul
averaged 19 points a game, most
of them coming from long-range
30 foot bombs. After a very
successful high chool career. he
attended Worcester Academ)
Prep School in Worcester.
Ma ., where there he met his
present roommate. J eff K usz.
His season average that year was
15 points a game. The transien t
ba ketball star was again off
next year to Auburn University
where he played junior varsjty
and contributed to the team a
ga me average of 12 points and a
remarkable number of assists.
Afte r that semester at Auburn .
Bryant
o liege gained the
privilege of having the li ke f
Pau l S ey m our on their
basketball squad bu t not until
after he sat ou t his second
seme ter of hi fre hman car
and first ~eme le r of hi
'ophomore year. After the long
wait Bryant College had 10 it.
possession anot her premiere
gua rd. who not only is an
excellent outside shooter. but

also has skilled ball-haD11 ling
ca pabilities. So far after a year
and a half on the Bryant squad,
Paul has averaged 14 points a
game and has been the team
leader.
Well. in who's footsteps does
this basketball star follow? The
answer to this is very simple as
Paul's father in the 1950's played
professional basketball in the
NBA with the Syracuse Nats,
now the Philadelphia SeventySixers. His father has also
coached the St. Louis Hawks,
now the Atlanta Hawk, the
Baltimore Bullets, presently the
Capital Bullets, and the Detroit
P i tons . Paul is certainly
fo ll owing his fat her's footsteps.
"C", as called by his friends, is
a superior athlete and has a
st rong interest in golf and enjoys
playi ng indoor soccer and
softball. Sports are ve ry
im portant in one's life as one gets
involved in competition which
fo ters personal growt h and
gives one the ex.perience of
feeling the thril l of victory and
the agony of defeat. But more
important is the career one
hooses as thi person wi ll by
doi ng this fo r mo I pa rt of his or
her life. PaU l. beillg a Hotel,
Rest urant. and Inst it utional
Management Majo r plans to
operate a resta urant which is an
excit ing and challenging
position. His scholastic record is
noteworthy and highest on the

basketball team which I'm sure is
an indicator of what a hard
working individual he is.
"C" claims this year's team has
much depth with a lot of
freshman talent and should have
a very successful season. One
detracting fact though for next
year is that five seniors are
graduating in May of '78. Paul
says "more students should come
and watch Bryant basketball
games, featuring Andre the
Indian. The more people there,
the better we play", he
exclaimed.
So let's all take his advice and
cheer Paul and his teammates to
a victorious season.

ITeamwork Gains Victory I
By John Monse
The Indians skated to a 6-4
victory over U. Conn. Saturday
at Mount St. Charles . . Bob
PagJ iarini lead all scorer with
three ·goals and one as ist. John
Ogrod mick had two goa ls, and
Ted Ferry has a goal. Bob
F issette gave a creditable
perfo rmance making 32 saves.
Compared to 18 stops for the
Huskie's goalie.
The Indians as a team did a
good job in using the body. The
Indians won the game on the
corners by taking the man out of
the play and gaining control of
the puck. The fore catchers were
constantly making U. Conn
defensemen force passes which
caused confusion in U. Conn
lone.
About halfwa y through the
first period aU . Conn. player
skated through the goalie crease
hitting Fissette. Afte r the ""rust le
had blown. a split second later
five Ind ians converaged on mm.
persuading him rather
convincingly that hitting Fis eUe
just wasn't the thing to do. The

Coachs'
Pride and Joy
SMITHFIELD-If Bryant
hockey coach Bo b Reali or
basketball coach Tom Folliard
had any doubts about the
success of their recruiting efforts
for this season. the ECAC
removed them this week.
In its first week of weekly AII
Star selections, the ECAC
Service Bureau named one of
RealI's top recrUites the Co
Rook ie of t he Week in the
Division Two hockey ran ks ond
one of F olliard's first-year men a
member of the 12-player
Division Two basketball squad.
The hockey player is freshman
Bob Pagliarini of Smithfield. In
three games last week, Pagliarini
tallied seven goals and added
three assists leading the Indians
to two victories in three starts.
But Pagliarini hasn't stopped
after one good week, in the
Indians only outings thus far this
week he scored three goals and
setup another as the Indians
posted a 9-8 triumph over
Trinity.

stick togetherness on the ice is
even evident on the bench. Team
mate~ always yelling helpful
instruc t i o ns an d g iv i ng
congratulations after a good
play that omeone makes. The
attende nce was a bit low, of
course. the die hard f:1O was
there, parent . but
tudent
support wa a bit lack less.
Bryant college has a good strong
hockey team. Let them ee the
students in the stands.

Indians
vs.
A rmy
Bryant College's hockey team
goe after its fourth straight
vi.ctory Friday night when the
Indians entertain Army in an
ECAC D ivis ion Two game at the
Mt. St. Cha rles Arena.
The Cadets. coached by
forme r Olympic coach Jack
Riley, will be making theiT firs t
visit in several years to Rhode
Island.
Bryant, which has scored 28
goals in its last three games, once
again will be looking to its top
line of Jim Grim m, Bob
Pagliarini and Ted Ferry for its
offensive spark.. The trio has
tallied 18 of those 28 goals with
Pagliarini, the fres hman from
Smithfield. accounting fo r nine
with three in each game.
Game time is 7:30 p.m.

Directions to Mt. St.
Charles Arena are on the
preceeding page.

WJMF
. SPORTS
BROADCAST
Monday, Dec. 12 at
7:45
Bryant vs. RI C
Away

Mick's Picks
By Mickey Perlow

Miami
Chicago
Denver
Wash ington
Baltimore
Dallas
NY Gia nts
NY Jets
Houston
Oa kland
Los Angeles
New O rleans
Pin burgh
Seattle
Paul Seymour sets up for 8
score.

over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
over
ver
over
over
Last Week 9-5 '
Season I 19-49

New Engla nd
Green Bay
San Diego
St. Louis
Detroit
San Francisco
Phil delphia
Buffalo
)e\'eland
Mi nnesota
Atlanta
Tampa Bay
Cin inna ti
Kans' City
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